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International Criminal Court demolishes Russia’s
narrative on Crimean annexation
By Halya Coynash
Khpg.org (16.11.2016) - http://bit.ly/2f6rg04 - Russia’s attempts to distort the picture
regarding its invasion and annexation of Crimea, and military engagement in Eastern
Ukraine received a significant blow on Nov 14 in the hard-hitting conclusions published
by the International Criminal Court’s Office of the Prosecutor. The report is particularly
welcome at a time when US President Elect Donald Trump is on record as suggesting he
may remove sanctions over Russia’s aggression and even ‘recognize’ Crimea as Russian.
The Office of the Prosecutor’s Report [OPR] found that the situation with Crimea
constitutes an international armed conflict between Ukraine and the Russian Federation.
This is of crucial importance since it means that the conflict falls under the Rome Statute,
and is within the International Criminal Court’s jurisdiction.
Russia long denied that the armed soldiers who seized control on Feb 27, 2014 were
Russian and to this day attempts to present the events as being initiated by Crimeans
themselves. Russian President Vladimir Putin recently claimed, for example, that Russian
forces were deployed only to protect Crimeans as they voted in a ‘referendum’ on joining
Russia, ‘to defend the will of the people’, so to speak.
This is a cynical misrepresentation of the facts. Russian forces seized control and were
deployed to force a session of the Crimean parliament used to rubberstamp a takeover

by marginal pro-Russian politicians. It was those leaders installed at gunpoint who
announced a ‘referendum’ which did not offer the possibility of maintaining the status
quo and which was effectively overseen by Russian soldiers and armed, often violent,
paramilitaries.
There is considerable evidence, including from the Russian Human Rights Council, as to
why this referendum was a farce. People’s memories are, however, short, Russia’s
propaganda efforts lavish, and it is common to see reports which give credence to the
propaganda version. One standard argument often tried is that there was no invasion
since there was relatively little bloodshed.
This is not an argument for letting criminals claim rights to your home when they use
machine guns to force you out on the street, and the International Criminal Court has
just confirmed that it is no argument for them either. The international conflict, the
report states, began “when the Russian Federation deployed members of its armed forces
to gain control over parts of the Ukrainian territory without the consent of the Ukrainian
Government”. It continued after 18 March 2014 (when the annexation was formalized)
“to the extent that the situation within the territory of Crimea and Sevastopol factually
amounts to an on-going state of occupation”. The occupation of another State’s territory
is critical here, and it is not important whether the occupation met with armed
resistance, the report explains.
The report lists human rights violations, including harassment of Crimean Tatars; killings
and abductions, with most of the known victims mentioned to have opposed Russian
occupation; arrests and detention, “with information available pointing to the non-respect
of a number of due process and fair trial rights.”, and others.
In welcoming the report, the Crimean Human Rights Group pointed out that they have
repeatedly reported actions by the Russian Federation which violate the Geneva
Convention (IV) on the Protection of Civilians in Time of War, in particular the section of
the behaviour of an occupying state on occupied territory.
With respect to Eastern Ukraine, the situation is more complex, however Russia is also
clearly implicated. The authors note that the “anti-government elements” are allegedly
supported by Russia, and that the increased intensity of fighting near Ilovaisk in late
August 2014, and in Debaltseve from January to February 2015 “have been attributed to
the alleged influxes of troops, vehicles and weaponry from the Russian Federation”.
The report mentions additional information pointing to “direct military engagement
between Russian armed forces and Ukrainian government forces that would suggest the
existence of an international armed conflict in the context of armed hostilities in Eastern
Ukraine from 14 July, 2014 at the latest, in parallel to the non-international armed
conflict”.
In determining how international this conflict is, the Office of the Prosecutor is also
“examining allegations that the Russian Federation has exercised overall control over
armed groups in eastern Ukraine. The existence of a single international armed conflict in
eastern Ukraine would entail the application of articles of the Rome Statute relevant to
armed conflict of an international character for the relevant period.”
The Office of the Prosecutor is now assessing whether the information available provides
evidence of “support for the armed groups to the armed groups in the form of
equipment, financing and personnel, and also whether they have generally directed or
helped in planning actions of the armed groups in a manner that indicates they exercised
genuine control over them.”

It is for the Court in the Hague to decide, but human rights groups and various think
tanks have certainly provided considerable amounts of evidence.
Neither Ukraine, nor Russia, has yet ratified the Rome Statute, however Ukraine’s
government has lodged two separate declarations with the Court under Article 12 (3) of
the Rome Statute accepting the jurisdiction of the Court. The first in April 2014
pertained to the period of the Euromaidan protests, the second, lodged on September 8,
2015, regarding the period beginning Feb 20, 2014, with no end date.
There are different situations in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine, and not only because the
Office of the Prosecutor perceives at least part of the conflict in Donbas as noninternational. Another important difference is that the Court is likely to find that the
Ukrainian authorities also committed violations, although hopefully on a lesser scale.
While Ukraine’s leaders have shown frustrating reluctance to finally ratify the Rome
Statute, it was nonetheless Ukraine that approached the Court and that has accepted its
jurisdiction.
If full confirmation of Russia’s active part in the military conflict in Donbas is still to
come, the Court’s position on Russia’s annexation of Crimea is unequivocal and of
immediate relevance. There can be no justification of any retreat on sanctions or
international condemnation of Russia’s act of international military aggression and
ongoing occupation of Ukrainian Crimea.

Parliament should reject intrusive NGO measure
Freedom House (03.11.2016) - http://bit.ly/2fivy1W - In response to a draft law that
would require anti-corruption organizations in Ukraine and their staff members to make
detailed financial disclosures to authorities, Freedom House issued the following
statement:
“Ukraine’s Rada should reject the draft law that under the guise of ‘transparency' would
bring intrusive government monitoring of NGOs, activists, and their families,” said
Matthew Schaaf, project director for Ukraine and Eurasia LGBTI Initiatives. “The
measure, draft law 5318, makes anti-corruption organizations potential targets for
government intimidation and harassment.”
Background
Draft law 5318, introduced by Rada Deputy Yuri Derevyanko on October 28, calls for the
National Anticorruption Bureau to develop a list of civic organizations working on
preventing or combating corruption. Employees and others paid by the organizations,
such as consultants, would be required to submit public declarations of income and
assets as well as provide declarations of the income and assets of their family members,
much the same as Rada Deputies, judges, and other government officials are now
required. Derevyanko told reporters the law targeted “fake activists” and would
encourage international donors to “contribute more, if they knew that everything was
accountable and transparent.”
Ukraine is rated Partly Free in Freedom in the World 2016, Partly Free in Freedom of the
Press 2016, Partly Free in Freedom on the Net 2015, and receives a democracy score of
4.68 on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being the worst possible score, in Nations in Transit
2016.

Over 490 women, 68 children killed in Donbas
Gorshenin Weekly (24.10.2016) - As a result of over two years of Russia's armed
aggression against Ukraine, 495 women and 68 children have been killed and 152
children have been wounded, Ukrainian first deputy speaker Iryna Herashchenko said in
her speech to the UN Security Council on 25 October 2016.
She said that, according to the latest reports, there were 1.7 million internally displaced
persons in Ukraine, including 900,000 women and 236,000 children. Herashchenko also
said that 238 women had been taken prisoner by pro-Russian militants over two years.
By now, 233 women have been released with the help of authorized Ukrainian agencies
while five are still in captivity, she said.

Fake observers praise primaries in occupied territories in
Eastern Ukraine
EPDE (08.10.2016) - The internationally unrecognized “Donetsk People’s Republic” and
“Luhansk People’s Republics” (“DPR”/”LPR”) held so-called “primaries” on October 2,
2016. “Primaries” are meant to pre-select possible candidates for the local elections in
the occupied Donetsk and Luhansk regions. By conducting primaries, “LPR” and “DPR”
intend to prepare candidates for the local elections scheduled in the both entities on
November 6, 2016.
The announcement of these local elections is not agreed within the ongoing international
Minsk negotiations and holding them on November 6, 2016 would be a clear breach of
the Minsk agreement. According to the International Foundation for Electoral Systems
(IFES), these primaries are „a bit pointless at a time when future electoral modalities are
still under negotiation and it remains unclear what type of election political entities and
candidates will even stand for“. IFES assesses “…these primaries widely as a political
provocation or protest in relation to the peace process”. (IFES Ukraine Info email
3.10.2016).
On this background it is remarkable that approx. 30 international observers made public
statements on the high quality of the “primaries” in the Luhansk and Donetsk regions to
the local and Russian newspapers. Among them were five members of right and left wing
factions of the following national and regional European parliaments:
- Jaroslav Borka (Czech Republic, MP, Communist Party)
- Maurizio Marrone (Italy, Member of Regional Council, Fratelli d'Italia/Alleanza
Nazionale)
- Zdeněk Ondráček (Czech Republic, MP, Communist Party)
- Thomas Rudy (Germany, Member of regional Parliament Thüringen, Alternative für
Deutschland)
- Udo Stein (Germany, Member of regional Parliament Baden Württemberg, Alternative
für Deutschland)
Having entered the self-declared republics via the Russian Federation would mean a
breach of Ukrainian law and an illegal crossing of the Ukrainian boarder. EPDE considers
it unacceptable for European lawmakers.
EPDE calls on the Czech Parliament, the regional council of Torino, Italy and the regional
Parliaments of Thüringen and Baden Württemberg, Germany, to investigate whether the
deputies have informed the parliaments in due way about their plans, whether they were
officialy deployed by the respective parliaments, to clarify whether the parliaments have

covered the costs of the monitoring missions and to assess whether the deputies have
followed the Code of Conduct for Parliamentarians by participating at observation mission
to the internationally non-recognised "LPR" and "DPR".

IDPs in the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic
By Willy Fautré, director of Human Rights Without Frontiers
HRWF (30.09.2016) - On 16-24 May and 3-9 June 2016, members of the well-known
human rights organization Memorial visited the territories beyond the control of the
Ukrainian authorities and collected some information about the situation of the local
IDPs.
According to the Authorized official in charge of human rights in the self-proclaimed
Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR), there were in June last 8404 officially registered IDPs,,
including 1240 minors:
•
•

3253 living in temporary settlements, including 636 underage individuals
5151 people, including 1504 minors, living with relatives or friends

On the territories controlled by the DNR authorities, 86 temporary settlements had been
created to accommodate IDPs: 60 of them were operational in Donetsk, Makeevka,
Khartsizk, Zugres… and 26 settlements were in reserve with 2146 vacant places.
Members of the monitoring mission visited one of the settlements in Donetsk, House No
6 on Rozy Luxembourg ul, where 495 people were living: 120 of them had no homes on
the territories controlled by DNR authorities, not even destroyed homes. They were
inhabitants of the Donetsk region controlled by the Ukrainian authorities. Some of them
had been actively organizing the unrecognized referendum in May 2014, some were
combatants in the conflict, others used to be captured or arrested by the Ukrainian
authorities and then exchanged with Ukrainian soldiers captured by DNR units.
Rooms were meant to accommodate 4 to 8 people. They were getting free food and did
not pay for the premises and the utility services. There was water, electricity, a kitchen
with an electrical stove on each floor. However, they often broke down because of
overuse and IDPs had to pay for the repairs.
However, since June 2016, humanitarian aid from Russia, which used to be received
every month, was only given to retirees with a small pension, families with children
under 3 years, large families and disabled people of categories I and II.
Medical services are formally free of charge but in reality, according to the words of
temporary settlements inhabitants, everything needs to be paid for. Even when the
ambulance arrives on call, IDPs are often denied hospitalization.

School education in the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s
Republic
By Willy Fautré, director of Human Rights Without Frontiers
HRWF (30.09.2016) - On 16-24 May and 3-9 June 2016, members of the well-known
human rights organization Memorial visited the territories beyond the control of the

Ukrainian authorities and collected some information about school education in the selfproclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR). They inspected schools and talked to
teachers and principals.
State of the school buildings
Education usually stopped during most intensive shelling or in schools which had been
severely damaged but resumed in most cases on the first opportunity. Some schools
were not reopened because there had been too much damage or because they were too
close to the demarcation line.
Most school buildings which had been damaged had been prioritized for restoration work.
In a number of cases, principals told the mission that they had never hoped in the past
that their schools would be in such a good state.
Russification of school education in DNR: Stastistics
In 2015, the DNR ministry of education approved a new school program. Currently, the
education process mostly uses Russian textbooks received from Russia according to the
needs.
The number of Ukrainian classes in schools has been dramatically reduced. Only two
schools out of all those visited by Memorial had one Ukrainian class each. Other schools
which used to be Ukrainian schools have none.
The number of hours devoted to learning the Ukrainian language has been strongly
reduced and there is only one hour per week for Ukrainian literature.
The 2015 report of the DNR ministry of education (1) states that “The need for language
education by the population is fully satisfied. While, in 2014, 10.5% of the children in
preschool education establishments were educated in Ukrainian and 89.5% in Russian, in
2015, 100% of the children receive school education in Russian at parental will.”
The ‘language issue’ was however not ‘fully solved’ for secondary schools.
In 2015-2016 academic years, 6780 classes (97%) started in Russian with 125,984
pupils (98%). Only 170 classes (3%) started in Ukrainian with 2358 pupils (2%).
In 2014-2015 academic year, there were 4723 classes (65%) with Russian as education
language and 99,202 pupils (71%); 40,519 pupils (29%) studied in 2496 classes (35%)
with Ukrainian as their education language.
Thus the number of Russian classes grew by 2057 and the number of Ukrainian classes
decreased by 2326.
DNR has
•

431 general education organizations (88%) implementing pedagogic activities
only in Russian (without any Ukrainian classes)

•

3 in Ukrainian (1%) without any Russian classes

•

54 in both Russian and Ukrainian (11%).

Weekly hours provided by the ‘basic plan’ for Russian and Ukrainian languages (and
literature) also deserve attention. The Russian language is given significantly more time
everywhere, except in the 1st and 3rd grades in Ukrainian schools.

Memorial was told there is no shortage of teachers, they are all are in place and receive
their salaries in due time.
School education in Donetsk and Luhansk regions under Ukrainian control
The situation in schools located in the territories of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions still
controlled by the Ukrainian authorities is in marked contrast. The balance between the
number of Russian and Ukrainian classes in schools before the conflict and in 2015-2016
hardly changed here. (2)
Academic year 2014-2015
Ukrainian schools: 327
Russian schools: 76
Bilingual schools: 213
Ukrainian classes: 5345 (61%)
Russian classes: 3386 (39%)
Academic year 2015-2016
Ukrainian schools: 321
Russian schools: 54
Bilingual schools: 186
Ukrainian classes: 4862 (62%)
Russian classes: 2924 (38%)
Conclusions
Human Rights Without Frontiers considers that the lingering geo-political situation is in
the short run and the long run is to the benefit of the Moscow-backed separatists as the
remaining Russian-speaking population is not looking any more to Kyiv. The longer this
situation will last, the more difficult it will be for Kyiv to regain sovereignty on the
territories currently beyond its control and their populations… Some observers even think
that the current situation is already irreversible because the DNR and LNR populations
will not freely choose any more to be reintegrated in the Ukrainian state and DNR as well
as LNR will follow the path of Nagorno-Karabakh and Transnistria.
(1) http://mondnr.ru/?page_id=47857
(2) Data provided to Memorial by the desk responsible for norms and quality of
preschool and general education at the department of education and science of
Donetsk regional administration.

Ukraine and EU losing the souls of the inhabitants of
Eastern Ukraine
HRWF (30.09.2016) - On 16-24 May and 3-9 June 2016, members of the well-known
human rights organization Memorial visited the territories beyond the control of the
Ukrainian authorities. They collected information on the consequences of the hostilities,
the restoration of destroyed objects, and the conditions of the civil population.
The participants in the mission worked

•
•
•
•

in the districts of Donetsk, which had suffered bombing in 2014-2016:
Kuibyshevskiy, Petrovskiy, Kirovskiy districts;
in the villages of Trudovskie, l-ya ploshchadka, Oktiabrskiy);
in the towns of Dokuchaevsk, Horlovka, Makeevka, Snezhnoe, Uhlehorsk,
Debaltsevo and Inakievo;
in the villages of Novosvetlovka and Krashchevatoe, and Nikishyno.

Previously, in 2014, representatives of Memorial visited some of these population centers
and published a long detailed report illustrated with many pictures: See
http://memohrc.org/sites/default/files/old/files/1658.pdf
Their new report (59 pages) was distributed during the OSCE/ ODIHR Human Dimension
Implementation Meeting in Warsaw. Here are the main conclusions and
recommendations published at the end of their mission in May-June 2016.
It is obvious that the local leaders and Russia are winning the souls of the local
populations Ukraine is losing that battle as it hardly provides any humanitarian
assistance to the people of its eastern regions that are beyond its contol. The selfproclaimed DNR and LNR have their own government and their own currency. The
Ukrainian language has almost totally disappeared from schools and has been replaced
by the Russian language. Reconstruction of schools and residential buildings is taking
place with the help of Russia. Apparently, only the Czech NGO People in Need is active is
this area. The EU is also losing the souls of the populations of these territories.
Human rights situation in territories of Donetsk and Luhansk regions (DNR &
LNR) close to the demarcation line
The territories of the self-proclaimed DNR and LNR in the East of Ukraine have governing
bodies that de facto exercise government functions. The conditions created on these
territories make it significantly more difficult for NGOs to monitor the situation on human
rights, international humanitarian legislation abidance and social-economic conditions of
civil population.
Thanks to significant financial allocations from the Russian budget, the social-economic
situation in the self-proclaimed DNR and LNR regions got noticeably better since springsummer 2015 and is no longer close to the level of humanitarian disaster. Nevertheless,
the social-economic situation of the majority of the people remains quite difficult; some
populations only survive on the humanitarian aid provided from Ukraine and Russia.
Large scale reconstruction works are taking place in the territories of self-proclaimed
DNR and LNR, targeting both multi-compartment buildings and the most damaged
private houses. No doubt this became possible only because the main reconstruction
work is performed with the help of Russian aid. Nevertheless, sadly, the scale of
devastation in the aforementioned territories are so high that even if the current speed of
reconstruction remains the same, in the most optimistic scenario, it would take over five
years to fully recover all damaged private sector housing in DNR. Building new houses,
instead of attempting to save those beyond repair, could take over twelve years.
Even though many school buildings have been more or less damaged from artillery fire
during the conflict, school education resumed at the earliest opportunity. A priority was
made to repair the most damaged school buildings.
Currently, Russian textbooks brought in from Russia, as needed, are mostly being used.
No complaints were registered concerning a possible lack of teachers and teachers
receive their salaries in time. In addition, it is sad to say that DNR schools prohibit
almost all Ukrainian language education. In 2015, the Ministry of Education of DNR

accepted a new school education program, which included a significant cut-back in
weekly hours given in Ukrainian language and literature. Even Ukrainian classes have
more Russian hours than Ukrainian. The preschool education system of DNR totally
prohibits the Ukrainian language.
•

•

•

It is considered that the responsible government in this most difficult situation
currently in place in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions should primarily focus on
fulfilling their duties to the most vulnerable parts of their population, in particular
retirees. The authorities of Ukraine were responsible for providing the possibility
to get pension payments by those who are supposed to get those payments on
the territories controlled by them (as legal authorities), without any additional
terms. This would soften the acuity of the question, at least for those retirees who
have pension cards.
The existing order of crossing through few access points by foot or in vehicles
determined by the Ukrainian side as well as the existing equipment and the
qualification of staff at these access points cause massive queues with almost no
living conditions. This situation inevitably causes complaints towards the Ukrainian
authorities, no matter the political views of the individuals complaining. It also
provokes corruption among Ukrainian enforcement officers.
After visiting some of the access points on the borderline in Satnica Luhaskaya,
Zolotoe, Marjinka, Zaicevo, and Hnutovo, members of the monitoring mission
reported that the conditions of passage through the access points and passage
itself significantly differ and require improvements almost everywhere. The
logistics of the access points require obvious upgrades to minimize the waiting
time to pass the border. Such upgrades include: increasing the number of
customs officers, reacting to queue build-up by increasing access capacities, and
creating normal conditions for people waiting in queues. The reasons for
complaints from those crossing the borderline in and out of the Donetsk and
Luhansk regions need to be clear for both of those who live in the aforementioned
regions and on the territories controlled by Ukrainian authorities.
Only Hnutovo access point has a well organized process of crossing the borderline
by foot or in vehicles: it takes up to one hour for those driving vehicles and 20-30
minutes for those travelling on foot. Hnutovo access point can serve as a positive
example of a correctly organized logistics system.
Apart from that, it is needed to eliminate unjustified harsh restrictions of carrying
food supplies and other consumable objects over the borderline, as the current
situation inevitably leads to corruption.

•

Even though the problem of the people who were forced to flee their homes
because of the large scale hostilities, the self-proclaimed DNR did not implement
any program for the forced immigrants or IDPs that would allow them to receive
social payments and benefits. The issue of social support for this population
requires analysis and solution.

•

It is obvious that even after signing the Minsk Agreements, heavy artillery shelling
continues from both sides of the conflict. Though civil objects are not targeted by
these hits, quite often they suffer the biggest damage. Population centers should
not be targets of shelling.

Odesa smoking gun leads directly to Moscow
By Halya Coynash

KHRPG (20.09.2016) - http://bit.ly/2cWeVIH - A new film has exposed direct links
between Moscow and the disturbances in Odesa from late February to the tragic events
of 2 May 2014 in which 48 people died. The film ‘2 May. Moscow Trail’ was produced by
Odesa journalists and is based solely on Russian and pro-Russian sources. The material
provides additional proof of the authenticity of recordings recently published by the
Prosecutor General’s Office. In these, Sergei Glazyev, an adviser to Russian President
Vladimir Putin, can be heard discussing how disturbances in Odesa and other cities are to
be orchestrated, as well as the formation of a ‘government’ in Crimea in which Russian
soldiers had just seized control.
The film producers demonstrate how the same people involved in an earlier attempt to
seize control and declare an ‘Odesa people’s republic’ and heard discussing this on the
Glazyev tapes, also initiated the mass disturbances in Odesa on May 2, 2014, and the
seizure of the Trade Union building.
One of those present at the film’s premiere was Serhiy Panteleyev, Head of the Odesa
Regional Police Investigative Department.
He spoke of the progress made in
investigating the events of May 2, 2014 under a new team in recent months and said
that the material which the journalists have compiled coincides with the investigators’
findings.
The ‘Glazyev tapes’
These were released on August 23 this year. There are certainly questions that can be
asked about the timing of their release, and why only bits from different conversations
have been released. While the chief players have tried to dismiss them, they have not
actually denied their authenticity. This would, in fact, be difficult, since it is easy to
compare the men’s voices on these tapes and other recordings.
Glazyev can be heard clearly articulating the position that all uprisings need to appear to
come from locals, with it particularly desirable for councils, etc. to appeal to Russia to
intervene. One of the conversations is with Russian politician Konstantin Zatulin who
talks about paying different groups amounts of money “as promised”.
Zatulin
specifically names ‘Odesa Druzhyna’ as the organization in Odesa with which they are
working.
There are exchanges with three people speaking from Odesa in early March when an
attempt was made to seize control of the Odesa state administration: Kirill Frolov, a
Russian national from the pro-Russian group calling itself the Union of Orthodox Citizens
of Ukraine; Valery Kaurov, a Ukrainian from the same ‘Union’; and Denis Yatsyuk, one of
the leaders of ‘Odesa Druzhyna’.
The film explains that Odesa Druzhyna appeared for the first time in late February 2014,
with its leader Maidanek [Odinov] and other main figures coming from the neo-Nazi
‘Slavonic Unity’ organization.
The film quotes Anton Raevsky, a Russian neo-Nazi who in the Spring of 2014, played an
active role in Odesa Druzhyna. He later became disillusioned with the attempts to seize
what Putin and Russia began calling ‘Novorossiya’, which included both Donbas and
Odesa. On the first anniversary of the 2 May 2014 tragedy, he wrote that Odinov had in
March travelled to Crimea and met with Sergei Aksyonov, the marginal pro-Russian
politician installed as leader after Russian soldiers invaded. “They held talks about the
further actions of the Odesa anti-Maidan movement. Aksyonov personally gave
guarantees and promised that so-called ‘little green men’ [the soldiers without insignia]
would still arrive in Odesa.”

Raevsky explains that they learned of this from Serhiy Dolzhenkov - leader of the
combatant wing of Odesa Druzhyna and one of the few people still in custody over his
alleged role during the events on May 2. Raevsky says that Dolzhenkov told them about
the trips because they were impatient and wanted to begin proper fighting. “We believed
that Russian forces would enter Odesa and the Crimean scenario would be repeated.
Those who died in the Trade Union building also believed that …”, Raevsky writes.
March 1, 2014
There was a rally of around 5 thousand pro-Russian supporters on Kulikove Pole,
including members of Odesa Druzhyna, armed with sticks, etc.
There is a conversation on the Glazyev tapes, dated March 1, between Glazyev and
Frolov, in which Glazyev indicates that rallies are not enough. He says that there needs
to be a session of the Regional State Administration where they declare the post-Maidan
government in Kyiv illegitimate. Frolov expressed concern that the council members
might not come, but is told that there have been such sessions in Kharkiv and Donetsk,
and it must happen in Odesa.
Frolov comes back with Denis Yatsyuk as one of the people ready to storm the
administration and appeal for ‘help’ to Russia. Yatsyuk tells Glazyev that “we have
people who in principle are ready to act, but who need some specific, clear and
understandable recommendations”. They also need guarantees, he says, and is told by
Glazyev that the Council of the Federation has just voted in the President’s decree.
Neither man spells out which decree, but it is clear that what is meant is the ominous
carte blanche given on March 1, 2014, for Russian forces to be sent into other countries.
Therefore, Glazyev says, “this is very serious, and you’ll be supported, don’t worry.” He
stresses that there need to be mass appeals directly to Putin asking him, Russia to
defend them.
They must, however, also organize a decision from an extraordinary
session of the regional council.
Although the film produced for Dumskaya TV does not go into detail, Dumskaya
journalists earlier pointed out that Glazyev’s instructions were partially carried out. At
the meeting on March 1, a referendum was demanded and a meeting outside the
regional council two days later. Valery Kaurov was present at the rally and also called
Glazyev’s office to tell him that they had stormed the building and “need help”.
Events did not go as planned, though no thanks to the then governor of Odesa Mykola
Skoryk who, without any need, did agree to call an extraordinary session of the regional
council.
During the session, the building was surrounded by anti-Maidan activists who blocked all
the exits, while Kaurov and Anton Davydchenko tried to put the proposals for declaring
an ‘Odesa people’s republic’ and announcing a ‘referendum’.
They were stopped and thrown out of the hall by three of the deputies. By that stage
pro-Ukrainian Odesa residents had also begun gathering outside, and the scenario turned
quite different. The regional council in fact became the first council in Ukraine to vote a
resolution condemning Russian aggression and the incursion of any foreign military on
Ukrainian territory.
The clear understanding from the tapes is that the actions are being financed and
coordinated by Putin’s adviser Glazyev, together with Zatulin and Frolov.
This also corresponds with the account given back in 2015 by Serhiy Rudyk, one of the
activists from Odesa Druzhyna who is facing charges over the May 2 disturbances. He
told the 2 May Group, a civic initiative investigating the events of that day, that the anti-

Maidan protests on Kulikovo Pole (in front of the Trade Union Building) in the Spring of
2014 were paid for “by Moscow”*. He named specific amounts paid for living at the antiMaidan camp, and mentioned rumours that Moscow paid 2 million dollars for the entire
‘Kulikovo Pole project’.
It is known, from Odinov’s own admission, that he returned from Moscow literally on the
eve of the disturbances on May 2. The investigators have learned that he visited the
Crimean government buildings several times during this period.
The film’s authors stress that they cannot say who financed such trips and what their
purpose was. Their timing, however, certainly demands scrutiny. It was Odesa Druzhyna
that was behind the unprovoked attack on a peaceful pro-Ukrainian procession on March
2. Datsyuk was directly involved in calling on supporters to join in the attack.
Yevgeny Mefodoov, a Russian national charged over the disturbances has consistently
claimed that he was on Kulikovo Pole by chance. In fact, he is shown in the film at the
March Odesa Druzhyna march close by fellow Russian Raevsky.
According to the Head Investigator, Serhiy Panteleyev, they have tracked down phone
calls made both on May 2 and before. It is clear from these that calls were made both to
Russia and to neighbouring Russian-controlled Transnistria.
While Kaurov was not physically present on Kulikovo Pole, the film’s authors believe that
it was he who initiated the seizure of the Trade Union building on Kulikovo Pole, with his
people from the ‘Orthodox wing of the anti-Maidan tent protests actively involved in
seizing the building.
The role of Odesa Druzhyna both in March and on May 2 is undisputed. While both
Glazyev and Zatulin have scorned the tapes, the fact is that their voices are on them.
The degree to which the disturbances in the centre of Odesa on May 2 slipped out of
control, and the failure by the emergency services to react swiftly to the fire in the Trade
Union Building which killed 42 of the victims could surely not have been scripted in
advance.
Russia instead chose to push a narrative in which Ukrainian ‘fascists’ were supposed to
have ‘attacked’ and then deliberately burned people alive. Glazyev has played a role in
pushing this lie, as indeed has Putin who slipped it into an interview for Bloomberg in
early September.
All independent studies, including that commissioned by the Council of Europe have
refuted any such claims. Both Russia’s leaders and the pro-Kremlin media have ignored
this, instead expending large amounts of money on propaganda films and even a
travelling exhibition which push an ’Odesa massacre’ narrative, with this purportedly the
work of ’Ukrainian fascists’. The cynicism is flagrant given the substantial evidence
indicating that Russia financed and gave orders to a motley bunch of neo-Nazis whose
Odesa Druzhyna played such a tragically destructive role in the Spring of 2014.

Corruption convictions statistics – A few answers and a
few tools
HRWF (05.09.2016) – Statistics about convictions for corruption are not easy to find.
Odessablog has investigated the issue posting an entry dated 1st September 2016
mentioning the statistics of Nashi Groshi.
Excerpt from Odessablog

“Between July 2015 and July 2016 not a single official of highest civil service or political
position in Ukraine was convicted of corruption, abuse of power, embezzlement or
misappropriation of State property. Not one.
During the same period 952 lesser mortals were convicted of corruption of which only
128 actually went to jail. Of those 128 people, 68 were sentenced to jail terms of
between 2 – 5 years, and 47 people received 5 years (or more).
Of those 128 people given jail terms, only 33 are in jail. The other incarceration rulings
are pending appeal.
Of the 952 convictions, only 3 are “Category A” people – Category A being within the
statutorily defined elite civil servant and political circles. Another 153 are “Category B”
officials/public servants.
All the others are mere minions within the State
machinery/institutions of State.
Between Category A and Category B convictions, a total of 4 people are actually in jail.
These statistics are a result of Nashi Groshi analysing 819 judicial verdicts relating to
Articles 191, 364, 368, 369 and 369-2 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine between 1 June
2015 and 30 June 2016.
If not a complete picture, then Nashi Groshi at the very least paints a far more public
picture than does the Ministry of Justice – for such easily digestable statistics remain
exceptionally difficult to find.
The ever reliable Lana Sevastopolskaya, and upstanding citizen (and a friend) Sergiy
Lesyk also made contact with two websites that allow for corruption conviction research
based efforts – albeit neither are the easiest to navigate nor extract data from.
The first, Corruption Information Justice, and the second a Ukrainian government
website Reyestra Court.
To be blunt so designed are these websites that when it comes to extracting empirical
data to compare conviction rates, the actual official sentencing handed down including
fines and/or property seizures (let us not even consider disposal thereof regarding seized
assets), across the oblasts with regard to consistency and proportionality, it will take
more than a little effort. Unquestionably more effort than the vast majority are prepared
to put in, in order to produce sufficient simple data for dummies from which empirical
observation can be made.
Lo it remains, for those that prefer swiftly accessible, easily digestible statistics – for
example the external policymakers that are funding much of the Ukrainian anticorruption effort and have little time for any other representational formats – for the
Ministry of Justice to provide a simple, nationally accessible, oblast by oblast listing of
corruption convictions and sentencing, of which all are a matter of public record anyway
– somewhere.
Nevertheless, in the meantime thanks to those upstanding citizens that responded to the
last entry – a little more light upon corruption convictions can be shed for those prepared
to make the effort.”

Oleksii Goncharenko, a young Ukrainian MP from Odessa
looks westwards…

Oleksii Goncharenko, MP
HRWF held an interview with Oleksii Goncharenko in August in Odessa. Topics
discussed included his opinion on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The fight against corruption
Tax decentralization as a tool against corruption
Reforming the police force as an anti-corruption initiative
The 2nd May 2014 tragedy in Odessa
Gay pride in Odessa
Bringing Odessa closer to the EU
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine

HRWF: Mr Goncharenko, you were the chairman of the Odessa oblast
administration council. You are now a member of the Ukrainian Parliament and
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. What sort of reforms do
you prioritize in your political agenda?
Goncharenko: One of my priorities is to fight against corruption; a necessity for the
current and future development of the country, as well as for gaining financial aid from
the European Union and international institutions. A whole range of laws have already
been adopted by our parliament to achieve this objective and a number of institutions
are involved in this fight at the national level, such as: the SBU, the Police, and the
NABU. Though, measures can also be taken at the local level and it is quite often easier
to be more effective here than at the national level where MPs enjoy parliamentary
immunity.
Let me tell you an anecdote that will explain some of my political choices. Some years
ago, I went to Texas for an exchange program and I found that quite a number of
leading figures in that state are elected: the judges of first instance courts, the mayor,
the police chief, even the public library head, the director of the control department of
the coal mines, and so on. Due to these elections the corruption started to dramatically
decrease in that state, which in the past was known to be very corrupt. Why such
success? Because the local civil society could check the honesty, the dedication, the
efficiency and the achievements of these public figures more easily than at the national
level and decide whether to support them or not through a regular election process. I am
in favor of this sort of direct democracy in Ukraine, it could sanction or reward

representatives and those in charge of the daily well-being on the local level. It would be
a concrete measure against inefficiency and corruption. Elections for positions similar to
the ones in Texas, or other US states, and freedom of investigation for the local media is
key to stable and sustainable development. This should be introduced in Ukraine.
Tax decentralization is another tool to fight against corruption.
HRWF: How can tax decentralization impact corruption?
Goncharenko: I am in favor of the decentralization of a number of national powers,
including the tax decentralization that has been put in place. In the case of Odessa, this
has generated a supplementary income of 1.2 billion Hry (about 50 million EUR) and has
therefore provided more possibilities of investment in public infrastructures. This has
contributed to a substantial decrease in corruption in Odessa for local deputies and
counselors can be easily scrutinized via the election process; being either sanctioned or
rewarded for their success with an elected position.
HRWF: Could decentralization of national powers go so far as federalism, a
controversial issue in Ukraine?
Goncharenko: No, not so far. Looking westwards again, I would take the EU model of
subsidiarity to draw the line between decentralization and federalization. What can be
best done at the national level, such as security or foreign policy, must remain in the
hands of the legislative and executive powers in Kyiv but what can be done more
efficiently at the local level must be removed from the national level. More taxation
power transfers to local entities would be welcome.
HRWF: In an effort to fight corruption, one strategy has been to sort-of purge
the police force. Opinions are divided about the success of this operation. What
is yours?
Goncharenko: The traffic police had a bad reputation of bribing drivers. The reshuffling
of the personnel was based on the competences of the candidates – whether new or in
place – and not on other dubious criteria. The police forces are now better paid, which
should discourage the bribing temptation. However the newcomers have lacked sufficient
training because the reform was implemented in a hurry as an emergency. Before,
surveys showed that only 5-6% of the local population trusted the police. Now, the
percentage of satisfaction is about 50%.
However, investigative police remain a problem. Experienced officials have left or were
dismissed and the younger ones are less efficient. Their salaries are now lower than that
of traffic police, which makes them unhappy. A number of adjustments are urgently
needed.
HRWF: On 2nd May 2014 more than 40 people died in a clash between pro-unity
and pro-federalism demonstrators in Odessa. Two years later, nobody has yet
been indicted. Why?
Goncharenko: On that tragic day I was in the centre of the city where the first prounity demonstrators were killed by pro-federalism protesters in the afternoon. I was also
at the Trade Union building in the evening when around 40 pro-federalism activists died
in a huge fire. I was the first to go inside and try to save people. I was also at the socalled Jewish hospital where the victims had been transported. Though, I had to wait
until a few weeks ago to be heard for the first time by the police. However, the
questioning was very thorough and very detailed – to my surprise. The interrogator was
well informed about the sequence of events and his questions were rightly targeted.

HRWF: Isn’t it too late to identify and prosecute those that are responsible for
the tragedy? We know some decision makers and puppeteers have long since
fled Ukraine to a neighboring country. Considering the Ukrainian justice
system, others that currently remain will be able to easily flee by the time their
arrest is sanctioned – if that ever comes to pass. Impunity is not acceptable for
the population.

Goncharenko: WWII criminals have been arrested and tried even decades after the war.
Those that have been, and subsequently will be formally identified as suspects, must be
prosecuted; whoever they are and whatever the delay. One must also remember that
Ukraine has adopted a law providing for trial “in absentia”, which will be a useful tool.
European and international warrants are other tools that will be used as well. It will be
interesting to see who will be the first absent defendant and for what offences".
HRWF: Last year a gay pride in Odessa was forbidden by a court decision for
security reasons. Another one is planned to take place in a few days[i]. Right
Sector nationalists and all local Churches are opposed to it. Representatives of
the Orthodox Church of Moscow Patriarchate, Kyiv Patriarchate – two groups
who are usually at loggerheads with one another – the Seventh Day Adventist
Church, the Greek Catholic Church and the Church of Evangelical Christians held
a joint press conference and sent a joint appeal to the mayor and the governor
to prevent the march.
Goncharenko: Ordinary people are not really interested in those issues. They are
neither for or against. It is mainly a battlefield for Churches and international media. In
Kyiv, the gay pride event could take place this year – this is progress.
HRWF: Do you support other projects to bring Odessa closer to the EU?
Goncharenko: Yes, the four-lane motorway that could connect our city to Romania, and
the cycling track that would follow the same itinerary to join the trans-European cycling
track that starts in Brussels. We are in contact with a partner organization working on
this in Brussels.
HRWF: What is your position on the conflict in Eastern Ukraine and the
annexation of Crimea by Putin?
Goncharenko: The war in Eastern Ukraine, with the support of Russia, is becoming a
frozen conflict as in Nagorno-Karabakh, Transnistria and South Ossetia. Minsk is not a
solution. There must be a controlled disarmament on both sides under international
supervision, but Moscow does not want this.
Concerning Crimea, you must know that I am a member of the Committee of the
interfactional group on Crimea at the Ukrainian Parliament. Putin will not allow Crimea to
return to Ukraine and neither will his successor because it would be political suicide. It
will only happen with the collapse of the Russian Federation, and that will happen sooner
than one might think.
Oleksii Goncharenko is a member of the Petro Poroshenko Bloc and a deputy of the
Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian Parliament). He has been a member of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe since 26th January 2015. He is a full member of the
Sub-Committee on Public Health and a substitute in the Committee on Social Affairs,
Health and Sustainable Development.

[i] More than 50 local community members and activists showed up for the first-ever
LGBTQ Pride march in Odessa on 14 August. The process to authorize such an event,
however, was not easy. The day before the event, local authorities in Odessa banned the
event on the grounds that there was a high probability of conflict; far-right activists were
also scheduled to gather at the same time and place. Organizers of the Pride march told
NBC OUT that this is a popular tactic used to cancel public events in the city. However,
the 2nd May 2014 tragedy does also partly explain the official decision. Authorities had
prohibited all outdoor events in Odessa during the period that the Pride march was
supposed to take place; and as a result, a number of hotels, including the popular
Reikartz Hotel Group, refused to provide space for LGBTQ events.
However, organizers eventually managed to convince authorities to allow the Pride
march, and the police agreed to protect the safety of those who participated. As a result,
an area near the historic Potemkin Stairs was cordoned off by a few hundred police
officers and special forces.
For more details, pictures and video, see http://nbcnews.to/2c3gfYG

Is the situation tense in Odessa? Analysis of a strange
opinion survey
HRWF (23.08.2016) - According to the majority of Odessa residents, the situation is
tense in the city – 54.5%. Some 30.1% of respondents said the situation was more or
less stable, 9.9% called the situation explosive and 5.5% of residents were undecided, a
recent opinion survey said.
HRWF director is currently in Odessa to take a number of interviews and to investigate
some issues. On the eve of the commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the
independence of Ukraine, the city is full of tourists. The situation is quiet. People enjoy
life and are not anxious about a possible threat coming from Eastern Ukraine or from
Crimea.
Odessablog has analyzed the methodology used by SOCIS:
A friend from within the Brussels bubble sent this blog a link regarding a recent SOCIS
opinion survey made in Odessa.
What caught the eye in Brussels was “In addition, according to the majority of Odessa
residents, the situation is tense in the city – 54.5%. Some 30.1% of respondents said
the situation was more or less stable, 9.9% called the situation explosive and 5.5% of
residents were undecided.”
Eyebrows therefore raised within the EU institutions regarding the stability – or not – of
Odessa based upon this quote. After all, which policymaker these days has time to do
anything more than scan a few bullet points, or at most a paragraph or two, of any
document pushed under their nose?
Questions of methodology aside, just as important if not more so, is how exactly were
the questions worded to solicit the answers given – those questions simply falling outside
the time available for those struggling to find time to scan and absorb bullet points.
The exact wording of questions frames outcomes as the below satire makes clear.
Therefore how was the question worded that solicited such a response?

The question was worded thus “How do you assess the situation in….?”
Those surveyed then answering Stable/Tense/Explosive/Don’t know.
results there are no other options.

Looking at the

Naturally the definition of “stable“, “tense” and “explosive” is open to personal
interpretation and thus perception unless specifically defined parameters are within the
possible survey answers. In short, this blog’s understanding of “stable” may be very
different to its readers etc.
Indeed there may be a multitude of reasons why somebody surveyed in Odessa may
describe the situation as “tense“.
Perhaps due to the increasing militarisation of Crimea? Maybe due to the recent
“incident” as claimed by the FSB in Crimea? Perhaps due to another significant rise in
utility prices from 1st September and social friction that may result? An expectation of a
Russian offensive? A bubbling local war between the criminal elements? Could it be
due to open political warfare between Governor, Mayor and major businessmen in
Odessa? A possible provocation on Independence Day or during the City birthday
events? Dysfunctional and/or feckless governance – central or local? The real possibility
of yet more early elections, be they national or local? A fear of yet more subversive
acts?
Any one or more of these issues may determine an answer of “tense” rather than
“stable“.
That “explosive” managed less than 10% is surprising, for traditionally the people of
Odessa manage to return a solid 15 – 20% survey return that is completely removed and
at odds from the answers that the rest of the local constituency gives. Indeed 15% in a
survey stating that black was really white, or that the moon is just the sun at night would
come as little surprise.
Again however, what are the factors that influence the less than 10% surveyed to arrive
at “explosive” as an answer? Is there a core reason, or many? Which reason, if any,
would result in the “explosive” actually exploding – and how would it manifest given the
numbers attached to any specific reason?
No policymaker in Brussels has time to get answers to these questions, even if they have
a mind to ask them – which is doubtful.
Perhaps worse by way of framing perception, the link sent to the blog from within
Brussels only gave the results for the “How do you assess the situation in….?” as far as
Odessa was concerned.
The survey asked for two perceptions. One for Odessa that got attention within Brussels
as the results were displayed in the link, and one for Ukraine as a whole, which didn’t, as
those results were absent.
The results for Ukraine as a whole were 6.3% stable, 64.2% tense, 26.1% explosive and
3.4% undecided/don’t know.
Ergo those surveyed in Odessa found the city to be far more “stable”, far less “tense” and
considerably less “explosive” than Ukraine overall – yet this did not appear in what was
being read by this blog’s friends in Brussels prompting the nudge about the mood and
how reflective the poll truly was.

The poll maybe entirely accurate, but of course it is very subjective when considering the
question and perhaps wooliness of definitions and perceptions in the answers.
The survey questions and results can be found here – and perhaps they are far
more useful in understanding the local constituency priorities with regard infrastructure
and institutions – notwithstanding political positioning – than they are regarding anything
approaching a genuine risk assessment.

"Faked reform" on electronic declarations lets Ukrainian
officials steal with impunity
By Halya Coynash
KHPF.org (16.08.2016) - http://bit.ly/2bwEvpC - Transparency International in Ukraine
and other NGOs have condemned what they see as deliberate sabotage of the electronic
income declaration system, and two prominent newspapers have called on the West to
refuse both financial aid and visa-free travel until Ukraine’s leaders stop trying to con the
country’s citizens.
There are situations where half a reform is better than none. This was not one of them,
and civic activists are outraged at what they call sabotage of a vital reform.
Ukraine’s politicians have a long track record of hampering real anti-corruption
measures. Income and assets declarations have long been required, but there was no
liability for concealment or downright lies. In January 2016, when the system for
electronic declarations had been agreed, a norm ‘mysteriously’ appeared in the 2016
Budget allowing deferment of such declarations until 2017. The scandal then meant that
measures were taken to rectify the situation and the system was set to be launched on
August 15, 2016.
The National Agency for Preventing Corruption was on schedule, however there was no
certification from the State Department for Communications. Since the lack of such
certification means that there will be no mechanism for punishing public officials who lie
or conceal information, the system should not have been launched.
Civic activists are scathing about the situation. Transparency International in Ukraine
[TI] has called for the dismissal of Leonid Yevdochenko, head of the State Department
for Communications and Natalya Korchak who heads the National Agency for Preventing
Corruption. It accuses them of having “through their actions, turned one of the main
instruments of anti-corruption reform into a fiction.”
Yaroslav Yurchyshyn, TI Executive Director, says that both bodies bear direct
responsibility since they have actively sabotaged the process for receiving the
certification.
The certification itself is about protection of information. Since personal data must be
input together with the declarations, any attempts to process such data will be
impossible.
According to Ukraine’s legislation, a court would not be able to use
information as proof if it was not properly obtained in accordance with data protection
legislation.
The management of the two bodies involved, Yurchyshyn explains, have now enabled
officials to continue lying with impunity.

Yurchyshyn’s frustration was echoed by many speakers at a press conference on Monday.
Vitaly Shabunin, from the Anti-Corruption Action Centre, pointed out that officials were
now being given an opportunity to secrete away assets obtained since Euromaidan. He
warned that the EU was likely to react by refusing to remove visa requirements.
The editorial staff of Yevropeiska [European] Pravda and its authoritative umbrella
publication Ukrainska Pravda have gone even further in a joint statement on Monday
evening. They suggest that the West should refuse to provide Ukraine’s President Petro
Poroshenko with financial aid or visa liberalization without radical change.
The authors stress that they have always promoted the removal of visas for Ukrainians
travelling to the EU, and that on previous occasions when the government was drowning
in corruption scandals, they called on European politicians to not give up on Ukraine. The
country’s ‘European choice’ was real and visa liberalization would help the country to fulfil
its commitments, they had argued.
As far as IMF loans are concerned, the journalists suggest that their advice to the IMF is
probably redundant since the international body would be unlikely to provide money after
what they see as a rapid turnaround on fighting corruption in the last week.
So why only now?
Up till now, the authors say, the main instruments for countering reform used by
Ukraine’s leaders and the main political groups have been delay tactics and imitation of
reform. There were some attempts at faking reforms – pushing through corruptiongeneration draft bills under the guise of pro-European reforms. These, they say, were
normally at the level of petty lobbyists and could be knocked down. Such methods had
been used under the regime of Viktor Yanukovych, and there was reluctance to
perpetuate those ways in post-Maidan Ukraine.
That changed, they believe, at the weekend and there are now grounds to assert that the
country’s leadership have become involved in reform-rigging.
They are convinced that the “State Communications Department’s special operation on
deliberately sabotaging the certification system was approved at a high level”. It is just
as obvious, they add, that pressure from above was put on the head of the National
Agency for Preventing Corruption. She changed her line several times during those days,
they point out.
At the weekend, the journalists note, allegations had been made about people around
Oleksandr Turchynov, head of the National Defence and Security Council, but
Poroshenko’s role was seen as unclear. His administration had, after all, come out
against launching the system without certification.
They now point to “ever more signs that if he didn’t himself initiate this, the President did
at least support the reform rigging”.
Propagandists from the President’s Administration, for example, had launched a
campaign to push the idea that the system was working and that the events of the last
few days were a “victory”. They also individually contacted journalists, pushing this line.
The authors note also that the member of the National Agency from the information
‘presidential quota’ [Ruslan Radetsky] had gone from being against the fake ‘launch’ on
Saturday to effective support on Sunday.
“The key problem here is that the country’s leaders believe in their ability to con their
own people, and the West”.

In fact, of course, the launching of a fake was viewed within the EU with distrust, and
was a PR disaster for Poroshenko and the entire government, the journalists believe,
both within Ukraine and in the West.
Why he did this can only be speculated upon. The authors instead concentrate, as have
civic activists, on the possibilities for salvaging the situation.
The President should, they say, recognize that the situation with the electronic
declarations is critical and take it under his personal control and responsibility. He, the
government and the National Agency for Preventing Corruption should work together and
find a method of stopping the system which can only be a front without proper
certification. Such a way out should not be difficult to find since the launch without
certification was in direct breach of Ukrainian legislation.
An official investigation must be held with those responsible punished. Like Transparency
International in Ukraine, they believe that Korchak and Yevdochenko should both be
dismissed. In Korchak’s case she should be replaced as head, but not removed from the
Agency since that would then mean that there was no quorum.
The parties involved must draw up a step-by-step plan for resolving this situation with
clear timeframes. This would make it possible to restore Western confidence, reinstate
the possibility of visa liberalization and remove the risk to EU and IMF funding.
This is not the first time that civic activists and the media have criticized the country’s
post-Maidan leaders, but it is surely the strongest. They warn that if the government
cannot find a solution and if the EU really does block visa liberalization and funding,
Ukraine’s leaders should not try to blame civil society and the media. It was the regime’s
pillaging of the country that led to Maidan, not “unpatriotic criticism” of that regime. If
Ukraine’s leaders remain deaf to these calls, they will be repeating those tragic mistakes.
“Replacing reforms with ersatz imitation, or worse, their fakes, merely pushes the
country still further into crisis and steals our future.”

Attempts to rush through Kremlin projects under
religious guise are unacceptable - Victor Yelenskyy

RISU (13.07.2016) - The attempts to destabilize the political situation in Ukraine and
piggyback the Kremlin projects under the guise of religious procession for peace are
disgusting and unacceptable. MP of the faction "People's Front," Deputy Chairman of the
Committee on Culture and Spirituality Victor Yelenskyy said it in his speech at the session
hall.
"If the religious procession, which is so much discussed, is intended to unite the country,
if this procession is obliged and called to pray for peace, why it does not appeal to the
rulers of the Kremlin and the Kremlin walls, from where comes the threat to peace in
Ukraine, in Europe and the whole world?" Yelenskyy said.
"If it is held for the unification of Ukrainians, then why they wear "potato beetle" ribbons
that have become a symbol of bloodshed in Ukraine? If this is a march for peace in
Ukraine, why it is held under the portraits of Nicholas II, a cannibal and Ukrainophobe? If
this march is about relations, why they branded as devoid of God's grace million
Ukrainian who believe in Jesus Christ, and not the Russian world," MP said.
Yelenskyy also noted that the religious procession of the Moscow Patriarchate "never said
a word about those who today are torturing Ukrainian Catholics, who are torturing
Ukrainians, not belonging to the MP."
"If Ukraine wants to be a state, not a territory, it must protect itself including from FSBemployed priests, including from those who cover Kremlin project with their robes,"
Yelenskyy concluded. It was reported by RBC-Ukraine.

Hybrid war ‘à la russe’ and disinformation
HRWF (14.07.2016) - Yesterday, a delegation from Ukraine was in Brussels to analyze
and denounce the hybrid war fought by Moscow both on the Ukrainian territory but also
in the EU and on internet. Two studies were presented by their authors at the European
Parliament, in a press conference and at Ukraine’s embassy.
Hybrid War A La Russe
This 160-page booklet written by Dr. Yury Fedorov (*) is dealing with three main issues:
• Russia’s aggression against Ukraine
• Russia and extreme right, ultra nationalist and extremist organizations in Europe
• Russia’s propaganda in Europe
Table of contents
Russia’s “hybrid” aggression against Ukraine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Historical myths as a driver of the Russian aggression
Ukraine in the Putin’s “grand strategy”
Plans of and preparations for a large-scale “traditional” war
Russia’s strategy of the “hybrid war” in Ukraine
The nature and the structure of Russia’s hybrid force
The preliminary results of the “hybrid” war in Ukraine
Bibliography

Russia and extreme-right, ultra-nationalist and extremist organizations in Europe
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Russian aggression in Ukraine and Kremlin relations with ultra-right parties and
organizations in Europe
Formulation of Russia’s policy regarding these organizations
Role of the Foreign Intelligence Service
Russian financing of the European extreme-right and neo-fascist organizations
Russian frontline organizations and figures working with the European ultraconservative and neo-fascists groups
Conclusion
Appendix

Russia’s propaganda in Europe
•
•
•
•

An outlook of the Russian foreign propaganda machine
Basic arguments of the Russian propaganda in Europe
Russia’s friends in Europe
To conclude

This last section is of particular importance as it lists and comments on 26 European
political forces supporting Russia’s policy towards Ukraine: FPÖ with Heinz Christian
Strache in Austria, Ataka in Bulgaria, the Front National with Marine Le Pen and the Front
de Gauche with Jean-Luc Mélenchon in France, etc…
The books was published in English by the “Center for Army, Conversion and
Disarmament Studies” in Kiev (http://bit.ly/2abLXSz)
Energy Component in New Generation Warfare

This second study of 30 pages was written by Mykhailo Gonchar, President of the Center
for Global Studies ‘Strategy XXI’ (Antares Project), Andriy Chubyk, Executive Director of
the Center, and Oksana Ishchuk, Project Manager of the Center.
Table of contents
•
•
•
•
•
•

False target programming
Energy weapon, energy warfare, crypto-war
Russia’s energy war: retrospective analysis
Energy resources component in hybrid aggression against Ukraine
Ukraine’s CEI in the focus of the Russians
Conclusions and projections

The project enjoys the support of International Renaissance Foundation and Kyiv
International Energy Club Q-Club (Email: geostrategy@ukr.net).
Both publications can be consulted at the office of HRWF on appointment.
(*) Dr. Yury Fedorov is an expert in Russian foreign and security policy.
Since January 2006, Principal Research Fellow, and in 2006-2009 Associate Fellow of the
Russia and Eurasia Program in The Royal Institute of International Affairs, London.
Since 2008, Yury Fedorov has been an Associate Fellow of the Czech Association for
International Affairs.
In 2009-2011, he lectured on Russia’s and the CIS affairs in the Metropolitan University
Prague.
Free-lance writer for Radio Liberty, Russian Service.
Up to January 2006, he was professor of the Moscow State Institute of International
Relations (MGIMO). Before that, deputy director for research of the Center of Policy
Studies in Russia (PIR-Center), and the Institute for Applied International Research
(Moscow-based Yukos funded institution). He took up various positions in the Institute of
World Economy and International Relations and in the Institute of the USA Studies in
Russian Academy of Science.
Dr. Fedorov is the author and editor of a number of books and numerous articles and
research papers published in Russia, the USA and Europe.

War in Eastern Ukraine brings lasting misery for elderly
(Op-Ed)
By Tanya Lokshina
Moscow Times (27.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/1X7E7OZ - The armed conflict that swept
eastern Ukraine in 2014 and is still ongoing displaced close to a million people, who fled
the fighting.
Among those left behind, trapped in the war zone, were those too frail, too sick, or too
poor to flee. Many spent months hiding from shelling in dark, damp basements, with little
food and practically no medical aid as explosions shook the world outside.
A cease-fire has been in place for more than eight months, albeit with occasional bursts
of shooting and shelling near the line of contact separating Ukrainian government forces
and Russia-backed rebel forces. Those near this line are no longer confined to makeshift
bomb shelters, but their livelihoods have been shattered.
Take for example, 76-year-old Vera Fyodorovna and her 78-year-old husband, who live
in Vuhlehirsk, a town in the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic that suffered

severe damage from both shelling and street fighting. They are for all intents and
purposes homeless.
During the fierce fighting between government forces and rebel forces in February 2015,
two shells hit their modest house, turning the garage and the summer kitchen to rubble.
"Whose shells, from which side — no one knows. Both sides were busy at it," Vera
Fyodorovna shrugged.
She and her husband thought themselves lucky because at least the house was still
standing. However, shell fragments, which left intricate scars on the outside walls, also
damaged the wiring. The house burned to ashes a few weeks later.
The municipal authorities have told Vera Fyodorovna she won't be getting any help to
rebuild the house because, technically speaking, it was not destroyed by shelling.
Their next-door neighbor, who left Vuhlehirsk early in the war, has not returned yet, so
the elderly couple has been squatting at her house.
"Every day I pray she won't be returning soon." Vera told me "What are we going to do
when she's back? Where will we go? I lived here my whole life, I worked at a coal mine
here for 40 years…. And now I've got no roof over my head, what's left of my life has
been wiped out by this war. Why am I paying for the war I did nothing to instigate?
Those who are waging it don't give me another thought, they don't care whether we live
or die."
I met Vera Fyodorovna as she and two of her friends were standing in the middle of
Suvorova Street, where her house once stood. They were gathered at a huge pile of
debris that used to be a single-story apartment building. The elderly women were trying
to identify whose apartment was buried where.
"Mine was right here, I'm telling you," persisted Svetlana Evgenyevna, the youngest of
the trio, pointing to a particular spot in the ruble. Svetlana's only child, 27-year-old
Arthur, had disappeared without a trace at the end of February last year, when the
hostilities were in progress, and she's been looking for him ever since.
"No!" disagreed Nina Stepanovna, "Yours was to the left, Svetlana, that one was Shura's,
can't you see? Shura is nearly 80, and now that there is nothing left of her place she's
staying with some relatives on the other end of town," she explained for my benefit.
Nina Stepanovna is more fortunate than many others on their street: her friends lost
their homes in the shelling but she still has hers. It's visibly crooked, the shock of blast
waves has caused the walls to slant, and the window panes were all gone. But the place
is livable and the vegetable garden helps put food on the table.
Nina Sergeyevna is the same age as Vera Fyodorovna and is all alone. Her pension, now
paid by the authorities of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic, amounts to
2,000 Russian rubles — some $30 — a month. With the food prices on the rise since the
start of the war, this is only enough to cover the electricity bill and buy bread and a few
other basics. She and her friends are all terrified of getting sick. The local clinic treats
them free of charge but they have to buy medication out of pocket, and it's simply
unaffordable.
Nina Stepanovna had initially left Vuhlehirsk when the armed conflict broke out. She had
been staying with her relatives in western Ukraine for a couple of months when a
neighbor called to say her 33-year-old son, Andrei, was killed in an explosion in the
street.

"I was wailing so hard the whole village heard me and they actually started a collection
at the local church and gave me enough to return home and bury him .... There are kind
people on all sides, see."
Now she has a new mission in life. Her son is buried next to her long dead husband at
the Vuhlehirsk cemetery but there is no gravestone. Her husband had "a very handsome
granite gravestone" but a shell fragment split it in pieces.
Nina Stepanovna keeps writing petitions to municipal officials asking for help to restore
it. The authorities reply by saying that though the monument was evidently destroyed as
a result of hostilities, "no compensation fund for cemetery monuments has been
allocated."
But Nina Stepanovna perseveres. "How else will I erect another one, my pension being
what it is?" she said. "And I cannot let my loved ones lay in the ground without a
monument over them, it's just not proper."
It is understandable that faced with a large-scale reconstruction task, local de facto
authorities need to prioritize, and reconstruction of a gravestone is not on their list.
Likewise, they cannot immediately offer adequate housing to all the people left homeless
by the war and do not seem to be able to provide free medications to all the needy.
What they can do however, is let aid groups operate in the region freely. Today, the
International Red Cross Committee and the prominent Czech organization People in Need
are the only major humanitarian groups allowed in DNR-controlled territory.
Last autumn, the DNR leadership kicked out Doctors without Borders, an international
organization that had been helping hospitals on the ground and providing medical
assistance, including psychological aid, to the public, especially to particularly vulnerable
people, like Nina Stepanovna and her neighbors. Their departure left a huge gap that the
de facto authorities are clearly incapable of filling.
In February, DNR authorities suspended the work of a Donetsk-based grassroots group,
Responsible Citizens, which had been providing food, medicine, and other aid to the sick,
the elderly and other vulnerable people since early in the armed conflict. The DNR
Ministry for State Security held one of the group's leaders in incommunicado detention
for weeks and eventually expelled all the key activists from DNR-controlled territory
"without right to return."
It is not clear what prompted the rebel authorities to take these arbitrary steps against
aid workers. What is perfectly clearly on the other hand, is that when making those
decisions they were not thinking about the plight and needs of people left immensely
vulnerable by the war.

Nadiya Savchenko: Russia frees Ukraine servicewoman
Russia has freed jailed Ukrainian pilot Nadiya Savchenko, who became a symbol
of resistance against Moscow.
BBC (25.05.2016) - http://bbc.in/1XUCgvQ - "I am free," Savchenko told a crowd of
reporters and politicians as she arrived in Kiev as part of a prisoner swap with two
alleged Russian soldiers.
She was sentenced to 22 years in jail for killing two Russian journalists in eastern
Ukraine, charges she denied.

The two Russians - Yevgeny Yerofeyev and Alexander Alexandrov - were earlier flown
from Kiev to Moscow.
Savchenko was pardoned by Russian President Vladimir Putin before her return to
Ukraine.
Mr Putin said he had acted after meeting relatives of the two Russian journalists, who
had asked him to show mercy to Savchenko.
In Ukraine, President Petro Poroshenko pardoned the two Russian nationals.
In a tweet (in Ukrainian) earlier on Wednesday, Mr Poroshenko wrote: "The presidential
plane with Hero of Ukraine Nadiya Savchenko has landed!"
Speaking to reporters at Kiev's Boryspil airport, Savchenko was in defiant mood.
"I am ready to once again give my life for Ukraine on the battlefield," she said.
At a joint news conference with President Poroshenko later on Wednesday, Savchenko
thanked her family and the people of Ukraine for supporting her while she was held in
Russia.
"Ukraine has the right to be, and it will be!" she said, pledging to do everything she could
to free all Ukrainian nationals still being kept prisoner in Russia and in parts of Ukraine
controlled by pro-Russian rebels.
Meanwhile, President Poroshenko - who awarded Savchenko a Hero of Ukraine star said: "This is our common victory!"
He also personally thanked German Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President Francois
Hollande and US President Barack Obama for supporting Ukraine.
Analysis by the BBC's David Stern in Kiev
Nadiya Savchenko is back on Ukrainian soil, and the first indications are that she will be
the same outspoken firebrand that she was during Russian captivity.
Undoubtedly, the Kremlin will remain one of her main targets. But it will be interesting to
watch which Ukrainian politicians will become the focus of her ire.
Her politics apparently lean towards the nationalist camp - though how far they extend in
this direction remains to be seen.
While in prison she was elected as a parliamentary deputy from Yulia Tymoshenko's
Fatherland party. Both Savchenko and Ms Tymoshenko are strong-willed personalities and conflicts between them might erupt.
But the biggest question is how she and President Petro Poroshenko will get along.
Savchenko voiced her support for the Minsk peace agreements, and Mr Poroshenko
looked pleased as he stood beside her.
But she also said that "peace is only possible through war". If she decides to turn against
the president, the anti-Poroshenko camp will be strengthened by what at the moment is
Ukraine's most powerful political voice.
Reacting to Savchenko's release, EU foreign affairs chief Federica Mogherini described it
as "long awaited good news, that the EU celebrates with her country", while German

Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier said it was "good news that we have long
worked for".
Savchenko was captured in 2014, as pro-Russian separatists in Ukraine's eastern
Donetsk and Luhansk regions battled government forces.
She was charged with directing artillery fire that killed the two journalists, but she says
she was kidnapped prior to the attack and handed over the border to the Russian
authorities.
Her time in jail saw her mount a hunger strike and she was even elected in absentia to
Ukraine's parliament and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.
'Jaws of Mordor'
The two pardoned Russian nationals flew to Moscow's Vnukovo airport on a specially
chartered plane.
They were met by their wives, as well as media representatives.
Ukraine said the pair were elite members of Russian military intelligence - but Russia
insisted they were not on active duty when they were captured in eastern Ukraine.
They were sentenced to 14 years in jail last month after being found guilty of waging an
"aggressive war" against Ukraine, committing a terrorist act and using weapons to
provoke an armed conflict.
Ukraine and the West had repeatedly called for Savchenko's release and a prisoner swap
was long been considered likely.
"It's been a long and complicated road," said Nikolai Polozov, one of her lawyers.
"But we have been able to prove that there are no insurmountable tasks and we've
managed to free the hostage from the jaws of Mordor," he added, referring to the cruel
land in the Lord of the Rings saga.
Savchenko's capture contributed to the deterioration in Russia-Ukraine relations since
2014.
Moscow annexed the Crimea peninsula in March 2014 after an unrecognised referendum
on self-determination, and is accused of sending weapons and its regular troops to
support the separatist rebels in eastern Ukraine.
Moscow denies this, but admits that Russian "volunteers" are fighting with the rebels.

KHPG statement on the events linked with the
‘Myrotvorets’ site
KHPG.org (17.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/1V8Qqso - The publication on the Myrotvorets site
of information about people who had received ‘accreditation from the so-called ‘Donetsk
people’s republic’ [DNR] aroused heated debate in Ukraine regarding the legitimacy of
the move and the invasion into the privacy of the people whose information was posted.

The Myrotvorets site is an essentially volunteer initiative which appeared and developed
after the beginning of Russia’s military aggression first in Crimea, then in the east of
Ukraine. It should be noted immediately that volunteers from the very beginning of the
conflict did not pay attention to the requirements of current legislation. They bypassed
customs regulations to bring in vehicles, medicines, items for protection – helmets,
bulletproof vests and equipment for military action such as optical sights and night vision
aids. The aim was to stop the aggressor and to provide maximum protection and
support for those who were opposing the criminals whom the Russian Federation had
armed and sent to Ukraine.
The Myrotvorets site began posting information about people it suspected of collaborating
with the enemy or who had taken part in the armed conflict. It received its information
from open sources, from the media, social networks. Information was accumulated on
the site about those whom they suspected of committing the crimes envisaged by
Articles 110 and 111 of Ukraine’s Criminal Code – encroaching on Ukraine’s territorial
integrity and state treason, respectively. It should be stressed that such information had
already been published and was re-posted on the Myrotvorets site, with references to the
sources of the information.
Can one publish the personal data of those who take up arms and fight against Ukraine
and its territorial integrity, who are spies, saboteurs, and who, obviously, do not give
their consent for the publication of such information on the site where such information is
gathered together? This can undoubtedly cause them harm and even place their
personal safety in jeopardy. Yet the gathering and publication of such information,
including with the help of volunteers, the existence of such a source of open information
is a deterrent against the committing of crimes and is necessary in a democratic society.
KHPG supported these activities and stated publicly that such actions were not a violation
of human rights.
Last week it was learned that on the Myrotvorets site a list of 4, 068 journalists who had
received ‘accreditation’ in the self-proclaimed DNR was published. This list had never
before been published and was received as a result of a leak of information, possibly
through hacking or other means.
The publication of such information aroused condemnation because of the personal data
in the lists, although the accuracy of the published information was not in question. The
negative assessment of such publication was based on the fact that it jeopardized the
safety of the journalists and other individuals on the list.
The information about 4, 086 people was not taken from open sources and was received
from an unknown source without reference. This does not give the opportunity to check
or confirm their authenticity. This also indicates the confidential nature of such
information which there had been no consent to divulge. Furthermore, the criteria and
motives for posting this list of people with ‘accreditation’ are not identified. According to
our information, there are people on this list who, for example, provided interpreting
services for foreign missions that were carrying out monitoring on the territory of the socalled DNR, people who were involved in trips to that territory for humanitarian aims. The
publication of personal information about such ‘accreditation’ is interference in the
privacy of the people on the list and they have every right to seek redress through the
court.
In our view, the publication of such information on the Myrotvorets site is not justified
from the point of view of attracting public interest to this fact. Such actions infringe the
right to privacy of the people on the list since the information was not received from
open sources which envisaged consent to its publication, but from an unknown source.
This is therefore grounds for demanding the removal of the information and
reinstatement of the people’s right to privacy.

Ukrainian blogger gets long sentence for expressing
contentious views
KHPG.org (13.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/1ThN2qy - Ruslan Kotsaba, a controversial IvanoFrankivsk journalist and blogger, has been sentenced to three and a half years’
imprisonment. The Ivano-Frankivsk City Court found the journalist, who has been in
detention for 14 months guilty of obstructing the legitimate activities of the Ukrainian
Armed Forces over a video in which he expressed his negative attitude to mobilization.
The court did, however, acquit him of the more serious, and absurd, charge of ‘state
treason’. The defence will, of course, be appealing against the conviction itself. If they
do not win in Ukraine, it is highly likely they will at the European Court of Human Rights
where this case is certainly headed.
The three and a half year sentence will, if not quashed at appeal, be shorter since the
court ordered that the new means of calculating sentences be applied, whereby one day
in pre-trial detention (where the conditions are dreadful) is counted as two days in
prison.
The prosecution had asked for an incredible 13-year sentence, so the court has shown
some degree of independence. Nowhere near enough, however, since the entire
prosecution should have been thrown out as having no place in a democratic country. It
is no accident that Kotsaba was declared the first prisoner of conscience in five years in
Amnesty International’s last annual report over the fact of his detention.
Kotsaba was arrested on Feb 7, 2015 and charged with State treason (Article 111 § 1 of
Ukraine’s Criminal Code) and under Article 114-1 § 1. The latter article covers
espionage, although in Kotsaba’s case, he was accused – and now convicted by the first
instance court - of obstructing the lawful activities of the Armed Forces and other military
formations.
The charges under Article 114-1 were based solely on a video in which he opposed the
mobilization drive in Ukraine, on his cooperation with Russian pro-Kremlin media and,
effectively, on his expression of his views.
The six-page indictment begins with reference to the video appeal to President Petro
Poroshenko entitled “I reject mobilization” which Kotsaba posted on YouTube on Jan 17.
On this video he publicly called on “all adequate people” to refuse mobilization, asserting
that it had been declared in breach of Ukraine’s legislation. The prosecution alleged that
Kotsaba gave false information to back his claim to likely conscripts that mobilization is
unlawful and that there is unwarranted fratricide in civil war in Donbas. The indictment
asserted that the said video had “received a significant number of hits in the Internet and
was circulated among compatriots”.
The video had, in fact, been seen by a very modest number of people until the SBU made
its author well-known. As of May 12, 2016 it has now been viewed over 430 thousand
times and remains freelyavailable on YouTube. No evidence was provided during the
court hearings that anybody had been influenced by the video. Yet the prosecution
claimed that the video fell under Article 14 as being ‘subversive activities obstructing the
armed forces”.
It should be noted that there are plenty of Ukrainians who do not dispute that Russia is
the real aggressor but who believe the mobilization waves to be legally questionable
given that Ukraine has not formally declared a state of war.

There were indeed no grounds for the more serious charge of state treason, and the
court hearings were an embarrassment, with the only witnesses really only expressing
outrage at Kotsaba’s views.
The lack of substance is seen also in the indictment which lists occasions where Kotsaba
entirely legally gave interviews to Ukrainian and Russian television channels in which he
spoke about his video and expressed the view that the events in eastern Ukraine
constitute civil war. More details about the charges can be found here
Kotsaba’s assertions about ‘civil war’ and denial of the essentially undeniable role of
Russian soldiers and mercenaries in Donbas certainly antagonized many people. So do
many other views that any citizen of a democratic country must have the right to
express.

Outrage as anti-militant website publishes list of
journalists working in Donbas
By Halya Coynash
KHPG.org (12.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/1TYRNaB - Prominent Ukrainian and foreign
journalists have issued a statement demanding that the controversial website
Myrotvorets removes personal data about journalists who have received ‘accreditation’
from the so-called ‘Donetsk and Luhansk people’s republics’. Accreditation in no way
suggests support for the militants and many of these journalists have ensured publication
of vital information, including about the downing of the Malaysian MH17 airliner.
The Ukrainian website “Миротворець” [Myrotvorets, or Peacemaker] which is closely
linked with Anton Gerashchenko, MP and advisor to the Interior Minister Arsen Avakov,
has elicited concern on previous occasions.
The site, named in full, the Myrotvorets
Centre for Researching Evidence of Crimes against Ukraine’s National Security uses
various means, including hacking, to obtain and publish personal data of people whom it
considers to be ‘separatists’ or Kremlin agents working against Ukraine’s national
security. The name and address of Oles Buzina, the controversial journalist and writer
murdered in April 2015, were posted on their site two days before Buzina was gunned
down close to his apartment block.
On May 7, the site published data received from hacking militant databases, with four
thousand names and personal details about journalists who had received what the
militants in ‘DNR’ and ‘LNR’ call accreditation. Myrotvorets, again with Gerashchenko’s
backing, claim that the journalists were collaborators.
The journalists express deep shock “at the actions of Ukrainian politicians and staff of the
website ‘Myrotvorets’ who have made personal data publicly available about all
journalists who received accreditation in the self-proclaimed DNR, LNR, calling them
people “who collaborate with terrorists”.
By doing this, they have attacked Ukrainian and foreign journalists who risked their lives
to objectively cover the events and inform the media in Ukraine and abroad about what
was happening in occupied territory.
The authors stress that it was thanks to such journalists that details could be provided
about the makeup of the ‘Vostok’ Battalion; about the crimes committed by ‘Motorola’
[Andrei Pavlov] and other militants; about the supplies of Russian arms and much more
vital information. Their information was also critical in ensuring a proper investigation

into the downing of MH17 on July 17, 2014, and their material about militant leaders has
formed the basis of many investigations and analytical material.
It should be stressed that much of the information reported from Sloviansk, for example,
after former Russian military intelligence officer Igor Girkin (Strelkov) and his militants
fled in July 2014, is likely to be used in investigating human rights crimes, including
extrajudicial executions.
The authors stress that accreditation in no way indicates
“Accreditation is a form of defence and security for journalists”.

any

collaboration.

They note that just in 2014 almost 80 journalists, both Ukrainian and foreign, were held
in militant captivity with many of them being tortured. “Accreditation was the only, albeit
minimum, mechanism for protecting journalists from torture or being taken prisoner”.
Since the material, claiming that journalists were ‘working with terrorists’ was posted,
they have received calls or emails with threats. Certain Ukrainian politicians have also
issued calls to consider them “enemies of Ukraine” and even block them from working.
The authors point out that such an attitude to journalists is in direct breach of Ukraine’s
Constitution and a number of other laws.
It is also “shameful and absolutely
unacceptable for a civilized and non-totalitarian country”.
They demand that the site removes the list and that Ukrainian politicians and MPs quit
manipulating the information for their own purposes. They also call on the Ukrainian law
enforcement authorities to initiate criminal proceedings over the clear breach of Ukraine’s
Personal Data Protection Law and the pressure and threats against journalists.
The list of signatories is formidable and clearly still growing. As of Wednesday afternoon,
it includes leading journalists from Ukrainska Pravda, Hromadske.TV, Radio Svoboda,
Kyiv Post, the Institute for Mass Information and others.
The numerous foreign
journalists who have signed include Simon Ostrovsky from Vice News, who was himself in
militant captivity for a while and Christopher Miller who provided important coverage
after the militants fled Sloviansk.
One of the first things the militants did in 2014 when seizing control was to cut off
Ukrainian media, replacing it with Russian, and later pro-Russian stations. Both so-called
‘republics’ block Internet sites providing objective information, and local residents can
put themselves in danger by communicating with media outside Donbas. The pseudo‘patriots’ from Myrotvorets and among Ukrainian politicians are risking still further
strengthening this information blockade.

5 years for a red flag? Controversial decommunization
law used against Ukrainian veterans
KHPG.org (11.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/1TXdBmU - The violent attempts by far-right
activists to prevent Cherkasy veterans unfurling a communist flag on Victory Day took a
curious turn on May 9, one that could result in Ukraine losing yet another case at the
European Court of Human Rights. Only one criminal investigation has been initiated,
with that being over the flag under the controversial law banning communist symbols.
There is nothing to indicate that any measures are planned against the VO Svoboda and
Azov Civic Corps members who tried to remove the flag using force.
It is possible that there were political battles at play behind the scenes in Cherkasy, but
they are unlikely to have concerned the men in Soviet military uniform who wanted to

unfurl the red flag on Soborna Square in the centre on 9 May. Until 2015, this day, like
in Russia, was known simply as Victory Day. It is now officially Victory Day over Nazism
in the Second World War 1939-1945.
This change is probably important to bear in mind since at least one of the VO Svoboda
activists involved in trying to stop the flag can be heard shouting that they’re not real
veterans. Only one or two men could possibly be old enough to have fought in the
Second World War, but others could well have been in the Soviet Army later, including
perhaps in Afghanistan.
For whatever reason, they came to the square with the Soviet flag. They were told to
put it away by activists from the far-right VO Svoboda Party and Azov Civic Corps, who
then began using force. The activists claimed that as well as uniformed police officers,
there were some plain-clothed officers who, they say, provoked the scuffle that ensued.
It is clear from the video footage that the violence could have been worse except that the
police did persuade the veterans to take their flag into the city administration building.
If that was a constructive move, the same cannot be said for the announcement on the
Cherkasy regional police website that a criminal investigation has been initiated under
Article 436-1 of the Criminal Code. This bans the preparation and circulation, of
communist or Nazi symbols and propaganda of the communist and National-Socialist
(Nazi) regimes. Such actions can carry a sentence of up to five years imprisonment, or
from 5 to 10 years if carried out by representatives of the authorities; more than once;
by an organized group or with the use of the mass media.
This article is linked with one of four highly contentious ‘decommunization’ laws which
President Petro Poroshenko signed into force almost exactly a year ago. The bills had
been heavily criticised with warnings that they were likely to result in Ukraine being
found in breach of the European Convention.
All the criticism was reiterated in the joint interim opinion from the Council of Europe’s
Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR which found that the law banning symbols could
infringe people’s right to freedom of expression and of association. The experts
considered that the scope of the law was too broad, and the long terms of imprisonment
too severe. Although Ukraine’s leaders promised that amendments would be introduced,
this has yet to happen.
Other concerns have also been expressed, including the likely divisive nature of a law
which goes against the views of a significant percentage of Ukrainian society.
In a report on What Unites and Divides Ukrainians from Dec 25, 2014 to Jan 15, 2015,
the authoritative Democratic Initiatives Foundation and Ukrainian Sociology Service
found, for example, that a relative majority (47% against 20%) viewed the creation of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic positively. The law in question prohibits “public
denial of the criminal nature of the communist totalitarian regime of 1917 – 1991 in
Ukraine”.
This percentage is considerably higher than the percentage of Ukrainians who would
share the far-right views of VO Svoboda or Azov who acted as vigilantes during the
events on May 9. An additional criticism of the ‘decommunization’ laws was that they
prohibited Nazi and communist symbols, while ignoring many associated with far-right or
even neo-Nazi organizations. These include, for example, the Wolfsangel and Black Sun
on Azov banners which are widely associated with neo-Nazi organizations and remain
totally legal in Ukraine.
We thus have far-right organizations taking the law into their own hands over a red flag
on Victory Day, with only those wanting to unfurl the flag facing possible prosecution.

And that on the basis of a law which will almost certainly result in judgements against
Ukraine at the European Court of Human Rights.

Is the 2nd May 2014 Odessa tragedy a massacre?
Willy Fautré (*)
HRWF (09.05.2016) - On 4th May, a two-hour hearing entitled "HUMAN RIGHTS IN
UKRAINE: TWO YEARS SINCE THE ODESSA MASSACRE" was held at the European
Parliament in Brussels. The title of the event and the death of the brother of one of the
speakers qualified as “murder” raise a major question:
Is the tragic and violent death of 42 people at Kulikovo Square in Odessa a
massacre?
The notion of massacre implies an intention to kill. The question is: “Was the death of 42
people in the Trade Union House at Kulikovo Square the result of an intention to kill?”
The Report on the human rights situation in Ukraine by the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights (15 June 2014)[i] does not use this word to qualify
the tragic events in Odessa. Nor does the Report of the Council of Europe International
Advisory Panel [ii].

Another argument pleads in favor of the rejection of the word “massacre”. The tragic toll
publicized by the CoE Report in Annex IV on the basis of the written submissions of the
Odesa Healthcare Department of 23 April 2015 to the International Advisory Panel :
Fall from height:
Firearms:
Carbone monoxide intoxication:
Body burns:
Burns of the respiratory tract and body:
Burns of the respiratory tract and body
combined with intoxication
with an unidentified gas (combustion products):
Burns of the respiratory tract combined
with intoxication with an unidentified gas
(combustion products)
Intoxication with unidentified gases, fumes
and vapours

8
0
9
2
3
5
1
14

Nobody was killed by firearms or any other weapon.
In par. 31, the CoE report says: “42 died as a result of the fire in the Trade Union
Building. Of those 42, 34 died as a direct result of the fire and eight died as a result of
jumping or falling from a height; no other violent cause of death was established.”
There is therefore no legal ground to use the word “massacre” which is moreover
connotated negatively as it has been used and abused by the Russian media and top
Russian political leaders in the last two years in their campaign against Ukraine. Another
conclusion is that the death of any of the victims of the tragedy cannot therefore be
qualified as a “murder”.

Attacks against pro-Maidan football supporters started in the centre of the city
It must not be forgotten that the 2nd May 2014 tragedy started in the afternoon in the
center of the city when anti-Maidan activists where six people were killed by gunshots:
four Maidan activists and two anti-Maidan activists.
On 2nd May, a football match was to take place between the local club of Chernomorets
Odessa and Metalist of Karkhiv (from Eastern Ukraine) in the afternoon.
On that day, around 14:00-15:00, Odessa and Kharkiv fans, pro-Maidan supporters and
several dozens of members of self-defence units gathered in the centre of the city at
Soborna Square near the Orthodox Cathedral to march for the "Unity of Ukraine".
Soborna Square is one block and a half from the Greek Square area. They are
interconnected by Greek street. The pro-Maidan self-defence units, a paramilitary
patriotic organization formed during Euro-Maidan events in Kiyv, were equipped to
protect the demonstrators in case of attack.
A number of participants in the march for the "Unity of Ukraine" supported the national
idea, others were against dictatorship, and then there were ordinary football fans, the
majority. According to some sources, they numbered about 2000 altogether.
At about the same time, some 200-300 armed anti-Maidan activists left their camp in
Kulikovo Square, situated near the railway station, walked for about 2-3 km and
gathered in Alexandrovskiy Avenue near the city centre. They had guns, bats, knives and
wore helmets and bulletproof vests.
According to an anti-Maidan source the first gunshot happened close to Alexandrovskiy
Avenue, about 300 m from the rally of the pro-Maidan supporters. It was however not
confirmed by other sources but if it is true, it cannot be directly related to the pro-Maidan
demonstration. Nobody was wounded or killed. The same anti-Maidan source claims that
the shooter was beaten and handed over to the police.
According to the same source, after this first shot, the group of anti-Maidan fighters
moved towards the nearby premises of a pro-Maidan self-defence militia and tried to
attack it. However, police forces protected the building.
In most media sources and also according to testimonies collected by Human Rights
Without Frontiers, the first person was killed on the corner of Deribasavskaya Street and
Preobrazhenskaya St.: a 25 year-old man was shot by an anti-Maidan supporter (His
picture surrounded by flowers is hanging on a fence at the place he died). According to
Zoya Kazanzhy (one of the leaders of Euromaidan in Odessa, journalist, recently
appointed as a vice-governor of Odessa oblast) the victim was just passing by and was
not a demonstrator.
Anti-Maidan activists came armed to the city centre
Around 3pm, fans of the two teams from Odessa and Kharkiv started walking, chanting
patriotic slogans such as "Odessa, Kharkiv, Ukraine", singing the Ukrainian national
anthem and songs against Russian President Vladimir Putin.
Violence started when both groups met in Greek Street and Greek Square. The antiMaidan activists started to behave aggressively: they began to destroy the pavement and
to throw the tiles at the pro-Maidan demonstrators.
The members of the self-defence units formed a chain and put up their shields at the
crossing with Greek Street to protect the football fans. This didn't stop the attackers:
they threw rocks and grenades into the column. People were injured with rocks, hit in the

face and the head. In response, football fans and self-defence units threw fireworks and
smoke grenades at the aggressors.
The street filled with smoke and the attackers retreated to Greek Street and the Athina
mall in Greek Square.
While the self-defence members stood in a line in front of the demonstrators for the
"Unity of Ukraine", covering themselves with shields, police officers formed a similar line
next to the anti-Maidan activists. Despite the cordon, they continued throwing rocks and
other objects.
The anti-Maidan crowd was outnumbered and soon went on the defensive. Angry football
fans went on the attack, pelted the aggressors with rocks and chased them from nearby
side streets.
Gunshots fired by pro-Russian aggressors; first person killed
That's when the first gunshots were fired.
One of the anti-Maidan supporters, armed with a Kalashnikov machine gun, opened fire
in a lane leading to Odessa's main Deribasovskaya Street. A bullet hit a young football
fan in the chest, killing him. Several dozen others, injured by rocks, were taken away by
ambulance.
After the first blood spilled, the violence escalated on both sides.
Street fighting left six dead, more than 100 wounded
Police officers attempted to protect the anti-Maidan fighters, who were the attackers but
who were in minority. However, they were thrown back by Molotov cocktails and rocks.
The pro-Maidan side began using firearms too, according to some sources.
The street fighting went on for a few hours, initially claiming the lives of four men and
injuring about 100 people. The deputy chief of Odessa police, Dmitriy Fuchedzhy, and the
chief editor of the popular local online newspaper Dumskaya.net, Oleh Konstantinov,
were among the injured.
Around 5pm, pro-Maidan activists captured a fire truck and drove it into the crowd of
anti-Maidan people, using its water cannon to disperse the fighting crowd. The football
fans chased the opponents, and beat those who they caught, while pro-Maidan selfdefence members tried to restrain them from lynching their victims. By this time, many
ambulances were at the scene.
By the end of the afternoon, six people had been killed in the city centre. While their
names are known, there are still contradictory reports about their political affiliation one
month after the events. Four or five pro-Maidan demonstrators were killed with firearms.
Yevgeniy Losinskiy, an anti-Maidan activist, died eleven days later. Another anti-Maidan
activist was also said to have been killed in the city center. Andrey Biryukov, 36, was
said to be just a passer-by.
See our full report at http://bit.ly/1MREusB
Conclusions
The Odessa tragedy made victims on both sides (Maidan and anti-Maidan activists).
Human Rights Without Frontiers sympathizes with the families of all the victims.

Human Rights Without Frontiers urges the Ukrainian authorities to urgently investigate
the role of the police as well as the fire brigade and to prosecute anybody who has some
responsibility in the Odessa 2nd May 2014 Tragedy, which Ukraine has failed to do up to
now.
(*) Willy Fautré, Director of Human Rights Without Frontiers (Brussels), was in Odessa at
the end of May 2014, investigated the issue during one week and published a 16-page
report in June 2014.
Footnotes:
[i] OHCHR HRMMUReport15June2014
[ii]CoE Advisory Panel Report on Ukraine

People's Council of Bessarabia: Russia's Trojan horse in
Odessa Oblast
HRWF (03.05.2016) - On 3 April 2015, eight people were arrested in Odessa for
unveiling a large banner of the "People's Council of Bessarabia". On 7 April
2015, Odessablogger published a paper entitled "The next Potemkin political
manifestation - Odessa" (http://bit.ly/1DSvY6bin) in which he presented a
very brief history of Bessarabia. See below.
At mid-July 2015, Valery Shibeko, Russia's consul in Odessa, was deported from
Ukraine. The State Security Service of Ukraine then said in a statement: "The
security service will continue to identify foreigners who work against our
government using their diplomatic service as cover."
"Bessarabia was born of the Russian Empire's annexation of part of the Ottoman Empire
during the Ottoman-Russian war of 1806 - 1812, and subsequently became a Russian
Oblast from 1812 - 1871. From 1871 - 1917, Bessarabia became a Governorate
(Guberniya) of the Russian Empire until it was dissolved in the December of 1917 when
Bessarabia became part of the Moldavian Democratic Republic.
Approximately 70% of what was Bessarabian territory during the Russian Empire remains
within the territory of modern day Moldova. The other approximately 30% (Izmail,
Bolgrad etc) is within what is now Odessa Oblast, and thus Ukrainian territory.
In short, a few centuries of Ottoman rule where Bessarabia didn't exist by way of name,
followed by 105 years of Russian Empirical rule which saw the christening of Bessarabia
by way of name, and ad hoc, robust spats with Romania over the territory, followed by
98 years - and counting - of mainly Moldavian, partly Tranistrian for a few decades if you
de facto recognise Transnistria, and also Ukrainian governance over a small part of the
historical territory.

Therein is a canned history of what was Bessarabia.
Yesterday saw the "official launch" of the People's Council of Bessarabia in the
Tarutinskaya Rayon of Odessa. The People's Council of Bessarabia website,
registered in Moscow also came on-line.
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As the historical concept of "Novorussiya" failed miserably to take hold in Odessa when
The Kremlin forcibly intervened in Ukraine a year ago - it appears another historical dead
horse called Bessarabia is about to be resurrected and publicly flogged in the hope it
moves in the very westernmost regions of Ukraine (and within Moldova too). Attempting
to destabilise two nations for the price of one historical resurrection in such hard
economic times, for The Kremlin, currently makes good fiscal sense.
There were about 100 people present at the launch of the People's Council of Bessarabia.
Naturally there were journalists and a few deputies from local councils, whether in
support, or whether to gauge first hand what the People's Council of Bessarabia is all
about should they have to confront it, remains unclear - but time will tell as it always
does.
But there were also some "interesting people" bordering upon "persons of interest" in
attendance.
Firstly, from Odessa, the pro-Kremlin social media/website promoting journalist Artyom
Buzila (HRWF Note: He is a supporter of the "Russian World") sat on the People's
Council top table - indicating perhaps that he has moved across into politics per se.
Dmitry Soin, the rabidly pro-Kremlin creator of the "Breakthrough/Proriv" Transnistrian
party was also present - although after a falling out with the Transnistrian authorities, Mr
Soin is now residing elsewhere. Leader of the Moldavian political party "Patriots of
Moldova", Mr Mikhail Garbuz, and former Moldavian MP Grigory Petrenko also
went, with the former Governor of the Autonomous Territorial Unit of Gagauzia,
Mihail Formuzal, speaking at the event.
From Bulgaria, politician/journalist Velizar Enchev (HRWF Note: He was a member of
the National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria. He now sits as an independent in the
Parliament), Eugene Velkova, head of the European Communication Centre Bulgaria,
and Svyatoslav Proynov, leader of the youth movement within the Bulgarian anti-EU
party "Attack" (HRWF Note: The party is considered ultra-nationalistic, racist, antiSemitic, anti-Roma, anti-Muslim and anti-Turkish) were there.
Lastly of note, the Chairman of the Union of Transnistrians, Dmytro Zatuliveter,
who stated "Our mission is that Bessarabia is granted the status of national-cultural
autonomy. Our peoples must be adequately represented in the political and economic
life of Ukraine, our community should influence the decisions that affect our region." making no mention that approximately 70% of what was Bessarabia lies outside
of the territory of Ukraine.
Thus, Odessa (and Ukraine) is confronted by two Kremlin inspired/conspired political
projects within the Oblast. As written about some time ago, there is "Operation Porto
Franko" which seeks to separate the city under the guise of a free port, and now in the
west of the Oblast, after the abject failure of Novorussiya to take hold, is reborn yet
another historical Trojan Horse - this Potemkin political entity being the People's Council
of Bessarabia.
Over time, how much traction this will actually get within the ethic Bulgarian
communities in towns like Izmail and Bolgrad is difficult to say - but it's something worth
keeping an eye on."
HRWF Notes were added to the original text.

Two years after Odessa’s tragedy: about some major
facts hidden by the propaganda
It all started in the centre of the city where the first victim was shot down by an
anti-Maidan supporter
HRWF (03.05.2016) - HRWF was in Odessa three weeks after the tragedy and
investigated the issue for one week. See our full report at http://hrwf.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/Odessa-2nd-May-2014-Tragedy.pdf
ACT I: Six people killed by firearms in the centre of the city (allegedly 4 proMaidan and 2 anti-Maidan)
•
•
•
•

Anti-Maidan activists came armed to the city centre
Street fighting left six dead, more than 100 wounded
The role of the medical services
The role of the police

ACT II: About 40 people died in Kulikovo Square (This was not a massacre)
•
•
•

Anti-Maidan crowd flees to Trade Union building
Firefighters slow to respond
32 died from gas poisoning, 7 fell from the building and 3 died from
various injuries and burns

Act III: Anti-Maidan activists attack a police station and release prisoners
Attacks against pro-Maidan football supporters started in the centre of the city
On 2nd May, a football match was to take place between the local club of Chernomorets
Odessa and Metalist of Karkhiv (from Eastern Ukraine) in the afternoon.
On that day, around 14:00-15:00, Odessa and Kharkiv fans, pro-Maidan supporters and
several dozens of members of self-defence units gathered in the centre of the city at
Soborna Square near the Orthodox Cathedral to march for the "Unity of Ukraine".
Soborna Square is one block and a half from the Greek Square area. They are
interconnected by Greek street. The pro-Maidan self-defence units, a paramilitary
patriotic organization formed during Euro-Maidan events in Kiyv, were equipped to
protect the demonstrators in case of attack.
A number of participants in the march for the "Unity of Ukraine" supported the national
idea, others were against dictatorship, and then there were ordinary football fans, the
majority. According to some sources, they numbered about 2000 altogether.
At about the same time, some 200-300 armed anti-Maidan activists left their camp in
Kulikovo Square, situated near the railway station, walked for about 2-3 km and
gathered in Alexandrovskiy Avenue near the city centre. They had guns, bats, knives and
wore helmets and bulletproof vests.
According to an anti-Maidan source the first gunshot happened close to Alexandrovskiy
Avenue, about 300 m from the rally of the pro-Maidan supporters. It was however not
confirmed by other sources but if it is true, it cannot be directly related to the pro-Maidan
demonstration. Nobody was wounded or killed. The same anti-Maidan source claims that
the shooter was beaten and handed over to the police.
According to the same source, after this first shot, the group of anti-Maidan fighters

moved towards the nearby premises of a pro-Maidan self-defence militia and tried to
attack it. However, police forces protected the building.
Around 5pm, pro-Maidan activists captured a fire truck and drove it into the crowd of
anti-Maidan people, using its water cannon to disperse the fighting crowd. The football
fans chased the opponents, and beat those who they caught, while pro-Maidan selfdefense members tried to restrain them from lynching their victims. By this time, many
ambulances were are the scene.
By the end of the afternoon, six people had been killed in the city centre. While their
names are known, there are still contradictory reports about their political affiliation one
month after the events. Four or five pro-Maidan demonstrators were killed with firearms.
Yevgeniy Losinskiy, an anti-Maidan activist, died eleven days later. Another anti-Maidan
activist was also said to have been killed in the city centre. Andrey Biryukov, 36, was
said to be just a passer-by.
See our full report at http://hrwf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Odessa-2nd-May2014-Tragedy.pdf
Latest publications and recommended reading
Report of the Council of Europe International Advisory Panel
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentI
d=090000168048851b
Blistering Criticism & Stark Warning 2 Years after Odesa 2 May Tragedy
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1462021989
Two Years Later, Kremlin’s Lethal Lies about Odesa Fire Still Motivate Donbas Recruits
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1459171051
Sabotage or Corruption? Crucial suspect in Odesa May 2 tragedy allowed to escape
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1459115877
Ukraine’s Prosecutor General shelves vital Odesa 2 May investigation
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1455403660
Clear Signs of Sabotage’ in Odesa 2 May Investigation
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1452811753
Why are Ukraine’s leaders abetting Russian ‘Odesa Massacre’ lies?
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1448801025
Prosecutor suspected of involvement in Odesa May 2 tragedy
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1448751774
Odesa 2 May Suspect: We were financed by Moscow
http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1444010513
and more on the website of the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group
http://www.khpg.org/en

The rule of law is “negotiable” in Ukraine…
Case study Odessa
HRWF (02.05.2016) - The rule of law in Ukraine is anything but predictable or unbiased if
and when applied. Moreover, there are also questions over the enforcement of judicial
rulings should matters get that far. The rule of law suffers from meddling of “external
actors” not only at the national level where some cases sometimes make the headlines
but also of the local and regional elites where they remain unnoticed. Criminal, economic,
administrative law… none are free of meddling at any stage of proceedings.

Apart from the direct perversion and the manipulation of the rule of law by ‘interested
parties’, there is also the matter of “privately negotiated law enforcement”. The
Odessablogger (29 April) provides a concrete example of such a practice under the title
“A ‘negotiable rule of law’: Odessa & Ukraine’”:
“As an example of just how easy it is for the public to be deprived their lawful
remedy via “negotiable rule of law”, the on-going issue of illegal construction in
Odessa city centre is a useful guide.
46 Pushkinskaya, a building registered as an architectural monument of local
importance, has seen its tenants locked in a battle with a construction company
called Hephaestus that is building a multistory complex at Pushkinskaya 48. City
Ordinance prohibits construction of more than 5 stories in the historical centre of
which Pushkinskaya is clearly and unambiguously a part.
The planning permission documents held by Hephaestus provide for a 3 story
building with attic – therefore falling within the rules.
Hephaestus however, have currently completed the 6th story and have begun to
construct the seventh – in complete disregard for City Ordnance and the
documented planning permissions that they hold. Hephaestus are building for an
end client called Atlant, who also have not produced documentation that
legitimizes the current construction.
The residents/tenants of 46 Pushkinskaya officially appealed to City Hall for help,
and People’s Deputy Eduardo Stas, who is a fairly decent man, took up their cause
as a People’s Deputy should. He created a commission to look at the illegal
construction in the heart of the city – for the issues raised at Pushkinskaya 48 are
sadly not unique.
As is always the case, when the law and rules are simply ignored and/or not
enforced, fewer and fewer decide follow them as there becomes an inferred belief
that tacit approval is given by the authorities. (For the record, the unofficial
stance of those at the top of City Hall regarding this particular construction is that
nobody would build on this plot of land in the city centre if limited to 5 stories – so
what can you do? – Unsurprisingly Mayor Turkhanov and his band displayed a
complete disregard for the law and provided that tacit approval.)
After three meetings of the ‘Stas commission’ held at 83 Kanatna, for the third
time, the representatives of the State Architectural Control body failed to attend –
despite being based at 83 Kanatna, the same building in which the commission
met. Indeed Mr Stas rightly reached the end of his patience and went and found
representatives of the SAC in the building, forcing their attendance.
Hephaestus, contrary to existing City Ordnance, continued to state they held all
documentation for six stories – despite currently constructing a seventh – but
failed to provide them. Thus Mr Stas and commission found that the construction
be unauthorised and therefore illegal. The otherwise absent SAC then audited the
construction. A fine of UAH 1 million was imposed (although it is unknown if it
has been paid). UAH 1 million is not a lot of money (34,600 EUR), the land of 48
Pushkinskaya is worth considerably more than that, and with the illegal
construction orders of magnitude more, measured in multiple millions of US$
rather than UAH.
Nevertheless work on the 7th story continues.

Hephaestus is attempting to negotiate a settlement with those of 46 Pushkinskaya
that brought the matter to the attention of Mr Stas, but those tenants are not
impressed and a settlement has not been reached.
Ms Stas and the commission have therefore arranged another meeting in midMay.
None of this has played out in a courtroom.
Whilst it be the tenants of 46 Pushkinskaya that have brought the matter to the
attention of the otherwise deliberately blind and tacitly approving City Hall, the
real complainants are all the citizens of Odessa. In short the complainants are
“we the people” and not simply those living at 46 Pushkinskaya.
Whether or not Hephaestus and the tenants of 46 Pushkinskaya reach an
agreement, the construction remains illegal. Thus whatever deal is reached
between them is somewhat irrelevant.
The institutions of due process and the rule of law are currently excluded from the
workings whilst Mr Stas and commission are wrongfully trying to mediate a
settlement between those living at 46 Pushkinskaya and those at building at 48.
The construction remains in breach of City Ordnance. It remains without the
planning documentation required. It defaces the historic city centre. The
construction is about as aesthetically pleasing as finding a Damien Hirst
formaldehyde corpse at a Monet exhibition.
An insignificant UAH 1 million fine (if ever paid) will do nothing to prevent others
from ignoring the City Ordnance or sticking to parameters of the planning
permissions they are given.
Once Mr Stas and commission arrived at the (rightful and obvious) conclusion that
the construction was unauthorised and thus illegal, the matter should be passed
to the courts. It is not for Mr Stas and commission to mediate outcomes when
the rule of law has been broken. The rule of law is not “negotiated” by a City
Deputy or his assembled commission. The rule of law is the competency solely of
those institutions charged with enforcement and due process – never more so
than when the rightful complainant is “the people”.
“Negotiated/negotiable” rule of law by City Deputies in lieu of legal remedy will do
nothing to insure compliance with the planning permission granted and/or City
Ordnance in the future. Official due process and enforced judicial rulings can be
the only avenue.
The sad truth is that Mr Stas has actually done far more than most would have as
a People’s Deputy. Unfortunately he has now done too much and gone too far (as
well-meaning as he may be), and impinged upon the right of “the people” to legal
remedy in a court of law by continuing to “mediate” rather than informing the
court of his and the commission’s finding of unauthorised, and thus illegal
construction.
This is but a single and seemingly unimportant case. Yet it is an example of many
thousands of similar cases across Ukraine where the rule of law is “negotiable” by
those with no authority to “negotiate” it.

The end result of this particular case is already clear. An illegal and
undocumented construction (or belatedly documented some time hence) will
remain. An immovable Damien Hirst formaldehyde corpse will be a permanent
feature at the Monet exhibition.
The construction company will not be forced to demolish all the illegally built
floors and comply with the permissions granted. “The people” will not get to
opportunity for remedy by way of due process. The rule of law will suffer another
blow. Others will follow in the footsteps of Hephaestus and Atlant in the
expectation of proceeding along the same “negotiated route” – and that route
may be far less transparent than Mr Stas has been. Nobody will be fired from
within the SAC for failure to do their jobs.
Each and every step toward change in Odessa and Ukraine and the unchallenged
ascendancy of rule of law will be an individual battle fought – won or lost – for a
long time to come.”

Mykola Skoryk calls for peace and reconciliation in
Odessa
EU Today (28.04.2016) - http://eutoday.net/news/skoryk - May 2nd will mark the
second anniversary of the massacre in Odessa of 48 people, most of whom were burned
to death in the city’s Trades Union building. Ukrainian opposition parliamentarian Mykola
Skoryk, who is campaigning for a fair and impartial investigation and report into the
tragic events that took place in Odessa on that fateful day, has been in Brussels this
week for a series of high level meetings, culminating in an informal conference at the
Brussels Press Club, where he addressed journalists and members of the Ukrainian
community in Belgium.
Mr Skoryk, who has called for the Hague Tribunal to investigate the events of May 2nd
2014, spoke of the need for a process of reconciliation, in order to avoid further conflict
in the troubled city.
He faced tough questioning from the audience, and acknowledged the lack of progress in
the inquiry into the events of the day. “Effectively, at this time, there is no inquiry,” he
stated.
Evidence of Russian provocation immediately before the killings, seemingly with the
complicity of the local police was also presented by Ukrainian human rights activists
present at the conference.
Also speaking, was the International Secretary for the Opposition Bloc Mr Oleg Volyshyn.
As Odessa prepares to mark the anniversary on May 2nd there are fears of further
violence. Ukrainian National Guard units are being moved to the city, and additional
medical resources are being deployed as a precautionary measure.
Russian state controlled media appears to be preparing to write the history of the day,
should there be violence, by claiming that far-right groups are moving into Odessa in
order to cause trouble. One delegate at the conference told EU Today “We just want this
to stop. We don’t want provocateurs in our city, whoever they are. We just want peace.”

It is understood that Jean-Luc Schaffhauser, the French MEP who brokered the financial
deal that saw tens of millions of Euros of Russian money flowing into the coffers of the
Marine Le Pen’s Front National, will be in Odessa, having been invited by Russian
factions.

Repression of ongoing protests by social activists outside
Odessa’s City Hall
HRWF (27.04.2016) - At the end of March, social activists started protesting at the
Prosecutor’s Office in Odessa against the sacking of the perceived reformist Deputy
Prosecutor General of Ukraine, and Odessa Regional Prosecutor, Davit Sakvarelidze by
former Prosecutor General Shokin just hours prior to his own dismissal was approved by
the Verkhovna Rada. They continued demonstrating against the out-going Prosecutor
General appointed Nikolai Stoyanov as Odessa Regional Prosecutor. For several weeks
they have now been protesting outside the City Hall.
Indeed, Mayor Trukhanov (and City Hall) have aroused their ire after the Panama Papers
revealed that 20 (or more) offshore companies the Panama Papers were linked to his
name, together with his (alleged) holding a Russian passport.
The problem for Mayor Trukhanov therefore is that the protests are not about to
disappear quickly, as Odessablog has commented in its 27 April entry:
“With the second anniversary of the 2nd May tragedy, 9th May Victory Day, and
Governor Saakashvili’s first anniversary on 15th May, the coming fortnight may
well become quite tense. It may even boil over occasionally. Thus escalation
outside City Hall, as stated, would make matters worse rather than better in the
lead up to so many difficult anniversary dates.
Having a 24/7 protest outside City Hall is clearly annoying for some within –
particularly when visiting dignitaries are visibly reminded of the Mayor’s close
association with organised criminality, and of the City Hall reputation for generally
ignoring the rule of law and its own protocols and ordnance, notwithstanding graft
and thievery.
It was with more than a little suspicion that greeted the announcement of City
Hall’s politically controlled Praetorian Guard under the banner of ‘City Watch’
which would help the police to police – despite having no legitimate powers to do
so outside those granted to any and every citizen of Ukraine during the
commission of crimes against a person or property.
Those protesting outside City Hall immediately perceived the ‘City Watch’ entity as
little more than a rent-a-mob/titushek/illegitimate paramilitary controlled by City
Hall that would inevitably come into conflict with themselves when commanded by
the politicians to do so. The timing of the announcement therefore perceived as a
shot across the protester bow then comfortably encamped outside City Hall.
However, the inevitable violence came during the night of 25/26th April. Having
gone without any incident outside the Prosecutor’s Office in Odessa for 17 days, in
far shorter time period outside City Hall the titushek/rent-a-mob struck.
The tents were destroyed, protesters belongings were thrown into the back of a
Kamaz truck, the protesters were beaten – some quite badly.

In short, the predicted escalation surrounding the events outside City Hall
materialised – and will make matters worse and not better in all probability.
There is now a further societal complaint – and one which is likely to swell rather
than reduce protester numbers – that complaint being the absence of the rule of
law even outside the Mayor’s office front door (which “mysteriously” are not
caught on CCTV).
(…) This is clearly a politically manipulated titushek-fronted incident.
(…) It seems that of the 40 people involved in the assaults on the protesters, and
damage to their property, 5 were arrested by the police and criminal proceedings
against them under Part 4 Article 296 of the Criminal code of Ukraine have begun.
Whether those that hired them will be identified remains to be seen. Such people
can be “professional Russians” one day, “professional animal rights” another, and
“professional tree huggers” on yet another – depending upon who is paying for
their muscle/actions.
It may very well be that they have no idea who ultimately sponsored/paid for their
group, simply turning up, taking the money and doing their deeds. Alternatively
once their faces/names become known, it may well be that they are regularly
seen in the company of certain aforementioned personalities. Time will tell.”

Prosecutor General Office stages evening raid to bring
charges against anti-corruption reformer
KHPG.org (11.04.2016) - http://bit.ly/1oTbsxt - In what has been aptly described as “the
latest disgrace from the Prosecutor General’s leadership”, an attempt was made late on
Sunday evening to read out criminal charges against Vitaly Kasko, a prominent critic of
corruption and sabotage of reform within the prosecutor service.
Kasko resigned from his post as Deputy Prosecutor General on Feb 15. He stated then
that he did not wish to be part of a body where “total lawlessness is tolerated”.
He
added then that he saw no possibility under the current PGO leadership of creating a
prosecutor’s office in line with European standards and willing to investigate corruption.
Kasko had long been in conflict with Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin, and had publicly
criticized the sabotage of a major program for ensuring new blood in the prosecutor’s
service.
A criminal investigation had been initiated against Kasko over a flat in Kyiv three days
before his resignation. On March 28, the eve of Shokin’s dismissal of the other reformminded Deputy Prosecutor General David Sakvarelidze as a parting gesture before
Shokin’s own removal, the flat in Kyiv was frozen. Kasko then stated that he had only
learned of this from the media and he accused Shokin of carrying out a reprisal attack on
him.
The timing of the next part of the proceedings, not to mention the place, was even more
disturbing. Ukrainska Pravda journalists were told by Kasko’s lawyer Yevhen Hrushkovets
that at around 22.00 on Sunday evening outside the Ivan Franko Theatre in Kyiv
“unidentified individuals” had put some substance onto Kasko’s car so that the doors
wouldn’t open. Only after this bizarre behaviour, did they identify themselves as from
the Prosecutor General’s Office and try to officially inform Kasko that he was suspected of
committing “a particularly grave crime”.

Vladislav Kutsenko, a PGO prosecutor who was also active in justifying measures against
Sakvarelidze and his people, as well as the extraordinary search warrants against an
anti-corruption NGO, told Ukrainska Pravda that they had not been able to find Kasko for
several days. This is categorically denied by both Kasko and his lawyer.
Kasko informed the men that he wished his lawyer to be present and that as a registered
defence lawyer, only the Prosecutor General or one of his deputies may inform him of
charges. The individuals ignored this until Hrushkovets arrived, at which point they said
that they would be summonsing Kasko as a suspect on Monday.
Kasko believes that he must have been followed since he had not told anybody where he
would be that evening. The police were called to ascertain whether damage had been
caused to his car.
Serhiy Leshchenko, investigative journalist and MP, writes that he was one of the first
people to arrive, and notes that one of the people lying in wait for Kasko was Dmytro
Sus, PGO investigator. Leshchenko recently wrote an extremely hard-hitting article
about what he suggested was a Prosecutor General’s Office serving the President. In it,
he wrote that Sus “can be considered a particularly trusted implementer who is today
handed cases against those who have become a thorn in the side for Shokin and
Poroshenko”.
This included the criminal proceedings brought against Sakvarelidze’s people who were
investigating the so-called ‘diamond prosecutors’.
These are two high-ranking
prosecutors - Volodymyr Shapakin and Shokin’s personal friend Oleksandr Korniyets who
are suspected of major corruption, but whose case has been consistently obstructed.
Kasko is now accused of receiving the right to a former Prosecutor General’s Office flat
through deceit and abuse of trust (Article 190 § 4 and 358 § 4 of the Criminal Code).
The watchdog Nashi Hroshi [Our Money] earlier looked into the property relations here.
Kasko has not yet made any comment about the formal charges, but did, as mentioned,
react angrily to the measures taken to freeze the flat. He then rejected all charges and
pointed out that he had undergone a lustration check in 2015 which included a check on
whether property had been lawfully obtained.
Over the last couple of months, the two Deputy Prosecutor Generals seen as actively
fighting corruption and seeking reform have either resigned in frustration or been
dismissed. According to Leshchenko, the department involved in the Kasko investigation
is overseen by Yuriy Stolyarchuk, a Deputy Prosecutor General seen as close to Shokin,
and, Leshchenko says, absolutely loyal to the President. Yegor Firsov, one of the two
MPs recently stripped of their mandate in a highly controversial manner had left the
Poroshenko bloc over frustration at corruption, including from Yehor Kononenko, whom
Leshchenko also links to the department involved in the proceedings against Kasko..
None of this may have any relevance and there may be genuine grounds for suspecting
Kasko of a crime. Given his reputation and track record in openly fighting corruption,
questions will be asked, and it is hoped that convincing answers will be provided.

Ukraine’s unyielding corruption
New York Times (31.03.2016) - http://nyti.ms/2399hoU - The Ukrainian Parliament
finally voted to oust Ukraine’s odious prosecutor general, Viktor Shokin, on Tuesday. The
United States and European countries that have provided aid to Ukraine had long pressed

for his dismissal; in his year in office, Mr. Shokin became a symbol of Ukraine’s deeply
ingrained culture of corruption, failing to prosecute a single member of the deposed
Yanukovych regime or of the current government while blocking the efforts of reformminded deputies. Alas, nothing is likely to change unless President Petro Poroshenko and
Parliament agree to install some real corruption fighters and approve serious judicial
reform.
Corruption has been pervasive in Ukraine since independence, fed by close-knit ties
between politicians and oligarchs and a weak justice system. The protests in 2014 that
led to the removal of President Viktor Yanukovych were largely fueled by popular fury at
his monumental corruption and abuse of power. Yet his overthrow has yet to show
results.
In a speech in Odessa last September, the United States ambassador, Geoffrey Pyatt,
said corruption was as dangerous for Ukraine as was the Russian support for a military
insurgency in eastern Ukraine. And on a visit last December, Vice President Joseph Biden
Jr. said corruption was eating Ukraine “like a cancer.” Among the examples Mr. Pyatt
cited was the seizure in Britain of $23 million in illicit assets from the former Ukrainian
ecology minister, Mykola Zlochevsky; Mr. Shokin’s office, however, declared that there
was no case against the minister, and the money was released.
In his last hours in office, Mr. Shokin dismissed the deputy prosecutor general, David
Sakvarelidze, a former prosecutor in Georgia brought in by President Poroshenko to fight
corruption. And before that, Mr. Shokin had systematically cleansed his office of reformminded prosecutors. The acting prosecutor general now is Yuriy Sevruk, a crony who can
be trusted to continue Mr. Shokin’s practices.
Mr. Poroshenko, himself a product of the old system, has had his hands full with the
Moscow-backed separatists in the east and unceasing political turmoil in Kiev, where
Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk’s government is hanging by a thread.
In these circumstances, Mr. Poroshenko seems to have accepted continuing corruption as
the price to pay for a modicum of maneuvering room. But the president, the prime
minister and the Parliament must be made to understand that the International Monetary
Fund and donor nations, including the United States, cannot continue to shovel money
into a corrupt swamp unless the government starts shaping the democratic rule that
Ukrainians demanded in their protests.
Mr. Poroshenko cannot simply allow one of Mr. Shokin’s cronies to slide into the ousted
official’s tainted seat. He should immediately reinstate Mr. Sakvarelidze and begin a
broad public discussion on the choice for the next prosecutor general, making clear that
his mandate will be a thorough reform, and that the government will be fully behind it.
See more about this issue and an anti-corruption demonstration in Odessa at
https://odessablog.wordpress.com/

Fighting corruption in Ukraine or those who fight it?
Halya Coynash
KHRPG (30.03.2016) http://www.khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1459295809 - Relief that
Viktor Shokin has finally been removed from his post as Prosecutor General was

tempered on Tuesday by a final blow against the reform camp through the dismissal of
David Sakvarelidze and criminal charges against his former colleague Vitaly Kasko, with
concern mounting that Shokin’s successor may only differ in passport details
The crucial and long-overdue vote in parliament came just hours after Shokin dismissed
Sakvarelidze, the last remaining reform-minded Deputy Prosecutor General. And a day
after fellow reformer Vitaly Kasko’s flat in Kyiv was frozen as part of criminal proceedings
initiated just before Kasko resigned from his analogous post in February. It was also
announced on Tuesday that one of the prosecutors whom Sakvarelidze appointed in
Odesa, Aleksandr Modebadze had been arrested and charged over alleged bribe-taking.
President Petro Poroshenko was reported to have specially asked for a meeting with
Sakvarelidze and told him that the dismissal had not been agreed in advance with him.
Sakvarelidze himself says that Poroshenko had just a few days ago asked him if he would
like to resign, making it difficult to believe that the President was unaware of Shokin’s
plans.
Sakvarelidze has played a major role in corruption cases, including that of the so-called
‘diamond prosecutors’, Volodymyr Shapakin and Shokin’s friend Oleksandr Korniyets.
He has come into conflict both with Shokin, and with Yury Sevruk, current acting
Prosecutor General and Yury Stolyarchuk, another deputy. Both men are seen as close
to Shokin, and both are being discussed as likely candidates for the main post.
Vitaly Shabunin, head of the Anti-Corruption Action Centre [AntAC] which has frequently
criticized both Sevruk and Stolyarchuk, believes that President Petro Poroshenko is
currently considering two options. One would be to leave Sevruk as indefinitely acting
Prosecutor General. The other would be to make Stolyarchuk the head, and Sevruk his
first deputy. That, he says, would be “a reincarnation of Shokin with other faces”.
As reported, the Prosecutor General’s Office last week obtained two court orders allowing
them to remove documents and other items from AntAC, and to demand access to
confidential information from the NGO’s bank. The claim was that this was part of an
investigation into the disappearance of money given by the USA for reform of the
prosecutor’s office. Shabunin condemned the move as overt pressure on the NGO which
had never had any contact with that money, as Shokin knew very well. They had,
however strongly criticised the work of both Sevruk and Stolyarchuk.
It was Vladislav Kutsenko from the PGO who first reported the investigation into the
missing funds which for some reason targeted an anti-corruption NGO, though the claim
to fame here lies with Stolyarchuk who told Ukrainska Pravda that he could not exclude
the possibility that the US Ambassador Geoffrey Pyatt would be summoned for
questioning.
Kutsenko was not to be outshone. On Tuesday he announced that Modebadze had been
detained, allegedly while receiving a bribe. Just to raise public confidence that this had
nothing to do with Sakvarelidze’s dismissal, Kutsenko added that “this is the daily work
of the prosecutor’s office, the military prosecutor, the Prosecutor General’s Office. And
it’s not one “diamond prosecutors” came which is all unfortunately that David can boast
of talking about how he’s working for new Ukraine”.
The order dismissing Sakvarelidze speaks of “flagrant infringement of prosecutor ethics”
which was presumably linked with his involvement in a protest outside the Prosecutor
General’s Office and had supposedly breached ethical principles.

It also mentions several collective MPs’ appeals and a court suit brought by an MP. It
does not mention another suit brought by Korniyets, one of the two ‘diamond
prosecutors’.
It is their prosecution which Sakvarelidze has repeatedly alleged was being blocked. One
letter from Odesa MPs has been reported. The signatories include Serhiy Kivalov, who
played an active role in the worst judicial distortions under Viktor Yanukovych and
others who, according to MP and investigative journalist Serhiy Leschchenko, should
themselves “be Prosecutor General’s Office clients”.
Vitaly Kasko
A criminal investigation against Kasko was initiated on Feb 12, 2016, three days before
Kasko resigned from his post as Deputy Prosecutor General saying that he did not wish
to be part of a body where “total lawlessness is tolerated”. Under the present leadership
of the Prosecutor General’s Office, he added, he saw no possibility, of creating a
European-style prosecutor’s office able and willing to effectively investigate corruption
and other cases.
Kasko had also not concealed his frustration at the sabotage of efforts to reform the
prosecutor’s office. In November last year he said that “while the Prosecutor General
spends so much time in the President’s Administration, we will not create either a
European prosecutor’s office or a European state.”
Kasko was viewed, like Sakvarelidze, as a key reformer and his resignation was widely
regretted and only fuelled calls for Shokin’s removal.
On March 28, a flat in Kyiv which is the subject of the criminal investigation was frozen.
Kasko writes that he learned of this from the media and he directly accuses Shokin of
carrying out a reprisal attack on him. Perhaps coincidentally, the court order was issued
on exactly the same day and by the same Pechersk Court as those allowing the search
and removal of material from the Anti-Corruption Action Centre.
The watchdog Nashi Hroshi [Our Money] has outlined the property relations in question
here. It also points to the counter-accusations of corruption made by Kasko.
In a blog on Tuesday, Kasko rejects the charges and points out that he underwent a
lustration check in 2015 which included a check on whether property had been lawfully
obtained. This, he says, was signed by Shokin who has now personally dealt with the
writ on the flat. Kasko names a whole range of actions linked to this which he says
shows that this is an act of revenge.
It is not our place to judge the merits of any charges. It is, however, true that both
Kasko and Sakvarelidze were widely seen as promoting vitally needed reforms in the
prosecutor’s office and were constantly under fire for this. Civic activists have called for
public discussion of the choice for a new Prosecutor General. They fear, and with reason,
that without open competition, the fourth prosecutor general since EuroMaidan will prove
as unwilling to carry out reform and as short on any progress as his or her predecessors.

Law 3000, an undemocratic law
Odessablogger (26.03.2016) - https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ - On 16th February
the Verkhovna Rada passed law 3700. The law was rightly decried as being an absolute

affront to democracy and will undoubtedly be challenged in the Constitutional Court if not
amended, or preferably repealed in its entirety.
In short, law 3700 allows political parties to remove from their party lists (not single
mandate, first past the post seats) those candidates they no longer want after an election
and after the Central Election Committee has recognised them.
Thus a party who placed candidates on the proportional representation party list may
remove those upon it after an election has occurred and been recognised officially.
It therefore follows that should an individual (or many individuals) vote for Party X
because Candidate Y was number 27 on the party list, following CEC recognition, the
party can simply strike off Candidate Y and replace them before they assume their
democratic mandate.
To go to the extremes, in theory, a party can stuff the top half of its party list with
reformers that have traction with the public, fill the bottom half with odious hangovers
from post-Soviet oligarchical politics, have the CEC recognise the result, and then strike
down the reformers en masse leaving the seats to be filled by the loathsome - lawfully.
The law is clearly undemocratic, and hands power to the party leadership to simply select
their chosen (and far too oft nefarious) men/women to fill the seats won under the
proportional representation system. The invitation for internal party corruption and
buying/selling of seats due to the arbitrary selection by party leaders is as plain as it is
grotesque.
On 25th February, further sullying and already dubious commitment to reforms,
President Poroshenko signed these poisoned prose into law - once again to rightful
squeals and loud public laments from the reform orientated democracy advocates.
The questions are therefore why would President Poroshenko sign into law such a
blatantly offensive and odious text when his reform credentials are now deeply suspect
within the national constituency (and to be blunt the international community too)? He
has stated numerous times that there will be no early Verkhovna Rada elections this
year, so why not send it back to the Verkhovna Rada with “Must try harder” scrawled
across it? Is there not ample time to produce something that holds democratic integrity
if such a law is necessary whatsoever? He must surely be aware that this law will be
rigorously challenged and also adversely effect his steadily decreasing popularity.
The answer is that the law, whilst remaining the law, provides President Poroshenko with
the (perhaps temporary) ability to correct a problem within the exiting party list from the
last elections of 2014.
Read the full article at https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ (Politically
legislation - Poroshenko)
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Projecting and protecting human rights
Odessablog (10.03.2016) - http://bit.ly/1Xqs2k2 - On the evening of 9th March, as the
police tear gas was dispersing outside of the Russian Consulate in Odessa, in the city

centre the blog was spending 2 hours with two “State” human rights policy wonks – one
from within the “Beltway” and another from US Embassy Kyiv.
No specific cases of human rights wrongs were discussed – as is to be expected when
bouncing policy around.
Policy options/ideas/suggestions and some creative thinking resulted – none of which can
or will be repeated here. As always the Chatham House Rule applies when meeting such
people, notwithstanding the blog’s own discretion as to what appears here – or not.
However, with such an erudite readership, some (although not all) of the policy issues
will appear and readers can ponder how they would deal with some of the issues
discussed – and the causal effects of any decisions they reach.
Among the issues raised were the post-Soviet institutional disregard for human rights
within prisons, orphanages, mental institutions etc that have not disappeared simply
because other headline grabbing human rights issues are currently at the fore. Human
trafficking to, through and from Odessa remains and issue too, as does unlawful
detention by the police and SBU etc. All legacy issues simply ignored since Ukrainian
independence in 1991 by consecutive political leaderships.
How to gather any constituency faith in any due process results regarding the tragedy of
2nd May in Odessa? All official investigations are already discredited. The ICC? A mixed
domestic/international court? The constitutional issues with either? Other alternatives?
How to deal with such issues effectively, and not simply throw money at the problem
with no return, when rule of law in Ukraine has yet to be effectively addressed by the
current national leaders?
The Crimea issue, and the human rights issues therein will not be ignored – indeed for
reasons that cannot be stated here but in time will become apparent, the Crimean issues
will robustly remain on the US radar and a major issue within the US Embassy Kyiv for
several years to come (at least). How to enhance monitoring, recording (both individual
and systematic) incidents, and ease suffering of targeted individuals and groups? How to
preempt the outcomes of Kremlin policy failures and is there anything than can be done
to deal with those consequences when they occur?
What of the occupied Donbas?
How to reach the best possible outcomes from the inevitable on-going clash between
national security and human rights?
Through a wider aperture, should sanctions relating to Crimea and the occupied Donbas
be coupled or decoupled? Further, should sanctions toward the “DNR” and “LNR” be
decoupled from each other?
What would any such additional degree of flexibility
provide? How would such decoupling be perceived by the numerous internal and
external actors?
What about the Human Rights Commissioner (and her office) in Ukraine?
As “good” as the new civil service law may be (if it enters into force on 1st May without
prior political sabotage), it is by no means “very good” and there is a worrisome attempt
to “politicise” the Human Rights office – an office that necessarily requires to be
independent and a-political.
Why does the Human Rights Commissioner get no publicity? The institution has nothing
to say despite on-going legacy issues, over 1.5 million internally displaced persons that

clearly have issues that the State has obligations to meet? It would be naive to believe
that there is nothing to comment upon regarding events on the front line either.
Such comments and any recommendations will of course be politically irksome for the
leadership, yet the Commissioner is obliged by office, and the Ukrainian State obligated
under international law, notwithstanding the constitution, to face the issues raised.
If the Commissioner is deliberately being kept out of the media, how to get them into the
media? Regular public discussions with the high profile diplomatic corps (The Pyatt’s,
Waschuck’s, Gough’s and Tombinski’s) to which the media flock? Should the human
rights attachés within the embassies be doing more to push the Commissioner and/or the
issues in the media?
Why is the Commissioner for Human Rights (or rather the office) not actively involved in
the legislative process where certain laws being drafted will assuredly have impact upon
human rights? Should that office not be actively involved at the Verkhovna Rada
committee stage, rather than allowing poor legislation to pass? It may be civil society is
actively involved in such a process, so why not the official domestic human rights body?
How to garner meaningful support for the human rights body from a President, Prime
Minister and Cabinet of Ministers that have been far from supportive? How to strengthen
and promote the human rights body if that support remains absent? Should specific aid
components be conditional upon not only defending, but enhancing the role of the official
domestic human rights body?
How many Ukrainians know what their human rights actually are (rather than what they
may think they are)? How many know the name of their Commissioner for Human Rights
(Ms. Valeriya Lutkovska) and what powers the office holds?
Why are there no regional offices for the Commissioner of Human Rights?
What about education programmes, summer camps? Should international agencies be
more outspoken and/or more supportive of the Commissioner and office? How feasible
the entry of an external human rights “big hitter/name” being brought into the Ukrainian
domestic body, and if so, what impact can be expected?
Should the officer of Commissioner for Human Rights hold more powers? In tinkering
with the legislation to grant more powers, can the certain inevitable attempts to politicise
that power be roundly defeated?
The circumstances Ukraine has endured for the past few years, and which see no real
end in sight, will see a tsunami of human rights issues that the post-Soviet capabilities of
the institutions simply will not be able to ignore (as much as that policy has historically
been the case) – or cope with – far beyond current events, unless a weak institution
(which is in no way a reflection on the capable Valeriya Lutkovska) is made robust
enough to not only cope in a reactionary manner, but act preemptively too.
How to frame any or all of this? Further “failings” of the current Ukrainian leadership, or
simply as “institutional strengthening” continuing along the rule of law path upon which
external supporters have already invested significant political and diplomatic time and
energy (and money)?
These and other policy questions were raised and answered, often with several possible
answers. Some of those answers will be the same as those reached by the erudite
readership of the blog – and some perhaps won’t.

Kasko explains why he quit prosecution
Kyiv Post (18.02.2016) - The Prosecutor General’s Office in Ukraine works as a corrupt
public business to earn money from opening and closing criminal cases to order, exDeputy Prosecutor General Vitaly Kasko, who quit the job on Feb. 15, said in an interview
with the Kyiv Post.
“It was normal practice during (ex-Prosecutor General Viktor) Pshonka’s time,” Kasko
said. “And unfortunately, we can observe a very similar situation during the time of
(former prosecutor generals) Oleh Makhnitsky, Vitaliy Yarema and Viktor Shokin. Now, in
my view, it’s even worse than before … The most widespread thing (for prosecutors) is to
take one or other part in various business conflicts.”
Vladyslav Kutsenko, a spokesman for the Prosecutor General’s Office, denied Kasko’s
claims. He described Kasko’s actions as “public relations stunts” and accused him of
“refusing to work.”
Despite the denials, the record speaks for itself - and in Kasko’s favor.
Leaders of the nation’s notoriously corrupt, politically subservient and inefficient law
enforcement system have shown themselves incapable and unwilling to prosecute
corruption, especially against high-level or powerful suspects.
The dismal record comes despite an abundance of resources: 140,000 police in the
Interior Ministry, 27,000 law enforcement officers in the Security Service of Ukraine,
9,000 judges and up to 18,000 prosecutors nationally. (Kasko said he could never get a
concrete number from the human resources division)
Moreover, the criminal justice system is further tainted by politically motivated and
selective justice, supervised by prosecutors who have historically dictated verdicts to
judges or threatened them with investigations for not going along with their demands.
The system has remained largely unchanged, not only since President Viktor Yanukovych
was ousted on Feb. 22, 2014, but also throughout Ukraine’s nearly 25-year history as an
independent nation.
Kasko, who was a top reformer at the prosecutor’s office since May 2014, looked
exhausted and tired after stepping down on Feb. 15, citing massive corruption at the
prosecutor’s office, and Shokin’s efforts both to cover up for graft and to sabotage reform
and investigations.
‘Too tired to stay on’
He told the Kyiv Post that he simply saw no point in working any longer as a cover for
corruption.
“They could at least pretend they are changing something, but they don’t even pretend,”
Kasko said of his former employer. “Unfortunately, I need to admit I did what I can do at
the moment and I can no longer be a cover for what is going on in the office ... I was
trying to fight with the system, but I am too tired to stay on.”
He will return to private law practice and also serve as a legal expert for the Council of
Europe.
Announcing his resignation, Kasko told a news conference that Shokin had transformed
the prosecutorial system into a corrupt “dead body” that “creates and tolerates total
lawlessness,” as well as making it “a tool of political intimidation and profiteering.”

The next day, following many months of public pressure on the prosecutor general,
President Petro Poroshenko asked Shokin to step down. Yury Lutsenko, head of the Petro
Poroshenko Bloc’s parliamentary faction, said on Feb. 17 that Shokin had submitted his
resignation. However, officially, the prosecutor general has only taken a week off work.
Unwilling to investigate
One of the reasons Kasko quit is that Ukraine’s prosecutorial system is unwilling to
investigate any high-profile cases, despite having full legal powers to do so, the former
deputy prosecutor general said.
“In Ukraine, they are just using some minor cases to look as if they’re doing something,
but the most serious cases are not investigated,” he said. “This is a standard approach
for a Soviet-type prosecution service.”
He said that prosecutors were obsessed with formal “performance indicators, to
demonstrate to society that they are doing something.”
“But if you take these indicators and compare what has been done in fact – it’s nothing,”
Kasko added. “Only minor cases are investigated, and only minor offenders are tried.”
Last month Poroshenko claimed that the deadlock with criminal cases could be solved
thanks to the law transferring investigative functions from the Prosecutor General’s Office
to the yet-to-be-created State Investigation Bureau.
He has signed the law but the Prosecutor General’s Office still retains investigative
functions, and it may take many months to set up the bureau.
Even if the bureau is finally created, the Prosecutor General’s Office will still oversee its
investigations, and it will be impossible to launch criminal cases or take them to trial
without prosecutors’ approval, Kasko said.
“The prosecutor is in charge of every criminal proceeding, leading the investigation from
the very beginning to the end,” Kasko told the Kyiv Post. “That is why even if the
prosecution service stops carrying out investigative functions, it doesn’t mean it will lose
its powers. The prosecutor can do everything in the criminal procedure.”
Yanukovych allies
The failure of the investigations against Yanukovych and his allies, suspected of pilfering
the nation of billions of dollars during his four-year rule, is a prime example. Yanukovych
and some of his former officials are also implicated in the murders of more than 100
EuroMaidan Revolution demonstrators.
As of now, not a single corruption case against them has been sent to court and, if Kasko
is right, they are not being investigated by prosecutors, who still oversee the
investigative process.
One of the excuses used by the prosecutor’s office for not sending cases against some of
the Yanukovych associates to court is that Interpol has refused to put them on its wanted
list – a pre-condition for starting a trial in absentia.
But Kasko dismissed this as a false justification. The original version of the bill on trials in
absentia did not include the provision under which suspects must be wanted by Interpol,
he argued.
“Then someone at the Prosecutor General’s Office came up with the idea of adding this

amendment about Interpol (to the bill),” he said, adding that inserting this clause “was a
bad idea.”
The Prosecutor General’s Office has also argued that Interpol has refused to issue wanted
notices because it does not understand the situation in Ukraine, and erroneously sees
such cases as politically motivated.
But one reason for Interpol’s actions is that the Prosecutor General’s Office and the
Interior Ministry have failed to properly investigate the cases and provide sufficient
evidence to Interpol, Kasko said.
Moreover, in some cases, Interpol did issue wanted notices, and yet those cases were
still never sent to court.
Unless investigators make some progress on these cases, the EU is likely to lift its
sanctions on Yanukovych-era officials, Kasko said. The EU is scheduled to consider the
issue in March.
“I do not see the determination of the investigative agencies and leadership of the
prosecutor service to investigate these cases property,” Kasko said.
Korniets-Shapakin case
Another important investigation, the bribery cases against top prosecutors Oleksandr
Korniets and Volodymyr Shapakin, has also been sabotaged, Kasko said. The two officials
-- the so-called “diamond prosecutors” because of valuable jewels found in a search of
their offices -- were arrested last July by investigators reporting to Kasko and Deputy
Prosecutor General Davit Sakvarelidze. But they were subsequently released on bail.
Kasko said that Shokin had consistently thwarted the case since its very beginning.
Moreover, criminal cases have even been opened against the investigators who are
assigned to the case.
The last straw was Shokin’s decision to deprive Kasko of oversight of the case. Kasko
said the move followed the filing of a second notice of suspicion against Korniets earlier
this month.
‘So sure of his impunity’
Apart from thwarting investigations, Shokin also emasculated the selection of new top
local prosecutors in a transparent hiring process, and the vetting of rank-and-file
prosecutors, Kasko said.
The reform flopped. As many as 87 percent of the top local prosecutors chosen by Shokin
last year during the hiring process turned out to be incumbent top prosecutors and their
deputies, and not a single person from outside the prosecutorial system was hired.
Kasko said that Sakvarelidze, who was originally in charge of the reform, had proposed
good ideas, but they never took off because of the obstacles created by Shokin.
Specifically, while Ukrainian law recognizes people without prosecutorial experience as
eligible to become rank-and-file prosecutors, Shokin issued an order that banned them
from getting a job at his office, Kasko said.
Moreover, Sakvarelidze offered a list of reformist candidates to staff the commissions
selecting prosecutors, but Shokin rejected them and replaced them with his own
candidates, Kasko said.

Among the nominees offered by the commissions for heads of local prosecutor’s offices, 3
percent were from outside the prosecutorial system, but “Shokin did not appoint a single
one of them,” Kasko said.
“Shokin is so sure of his impunity and the president’s support, that he doesn’t even need
to give any sign of carrying out reforms,” Kasko added. “They could at least pretend they
were changing something. But they don’t even pretend.”
‘Evolution is too late’
Kasko believes that, contrary to Shokin’s idea of reform, “the system requires essential
change – from the basement up.”
“They need some revolutionary steps at the moment. Evolution is too late to cure the
system,” Kasko added.
He suggested sweeping out all incumbent prosecutors and creating international
commissions to recruit new ones in truly transparent competitions.
“It should only be fresh blood that has access to these competitions,” Kasko said. “A lack
of experience in the Ukrainian reality is even better than experience in the prosecution
service. It’s really hard to find a prosecutor who has serious immunity to corruption.”
As a result, Ukraine will be able to “change the prosecution service from a Soviet-type
hierarchical structure to a European type prosecution service, with independent
prosecutors who don’t just do what their superiors say,” Kasko said.
But the president does not want to give up control over the prosecutor general, as it is a
powerful political instrument, Kasko said, even though he believes many of his former
colleagues would like to work honestly if they could while some viewed the service as
merely their opportunity in life to make money.
Obstruction by Shokin
Just as with the recruitment of new prosecutors, Shokin derailed the creation of reformist
units within the prosecutor’s office, according to Kasko.
Last September the Prosecutor General’s Office created a department in charge of cases
against top officials, and Kasko became its head.
But Shokin derailed the department’s work by sending it “garbage” – cases that had
nothing to do with top officials’ corruption as well as politicized cases, Kasko claimed.
“Although we were prevented from working properly, we managed to send several cases
to court,” he said. “As soon as we started achieving results, the department was
liquidated (in October).”
Last year, the Prosecutor General’s Office also set up the General Inspection Service,
which is responsible for cases against prosecutors. Kasko and Sakvarelidze were put in
charge of the unit.
But recently the General Inspection Service was de facto liquidated, and its investigators
have been suspended, he added.
In any case, all investigations and evidence gathered against other prosecutors was
accessible to all who worked there, Kasko said. “Everybody in the office could look

through the proceedings,” he said.
New anti-graft bodies
Despite the failures, the authorities claim that they have gotten rid of the old system by
creating new independent bodies - the National Anti-Corruption Bureau and the anticorruption prosecutor’s office.
However, Kasko is skeptical about this development as well.
The National Anti-Corruption Bureau does not have enough resources, Kasko said,
echoing the criticism of others who say it also does not have sufficient powers. The
bureau, for instance, didn’t even have a prosecutor until recently and does not have
wiretapping powers.
“They cannot wiretap suspects without the Security Service of Ukraine’s assistance,” he
said. “Poroshenko has rejected the request. But how can you investigate properly cases
like that without this?”
Kasko said he believes that “the prosecution service would have had enough resources to
fight corruption if there had been a political will. But if there is no political will, then they
can create lots of agencies, but in my view they will never succeed.”

Prosecutor General Shokin’s year of failed investigations
and blocked reform
Khpg.org (11.02.2016) - http://bit.ly/1OblAHc - It is one year exactly since President
Petro Poroshenko put forward Viktor Shokin as Prosecutor General, a post Shokin
controversially holds to this day. Shokin promised back then to conclude investigations
into crimes committed under the Viktor Yanukovych regime, in particular the gunning
down of protesters and other crimes linked with Euromaidan.
As another anniversary of the bloody carnage on Maidan approaches, there have been
the customary announcements of ‘breakthroughs’, this time with both the Prosecutor
General’s Office and the Security Service [SBU] reporting the finding of an arsenal of
weapons. This may be linked with Maidan, but it was found many months ago. Such
obvious attempts around anniversaries to come up with some proof of ‘progress’ only
serve to highlight how little has, in fact, been achieved.
Back in Nov 2015, lawyers representing the families of people killed on Maidan were
blistering in their criticism. At a press conference they said that attempts by Ukraine’s
leaders to imitate decisive actions around the anniversaries of Euromaidan pose a real
threat to proper investigation and significantly increase the likelihood of cases collapsing
at trial level, or resulting in unwarranted acquittals (details here).
The Special Investigations Department, created in late 2014, has made some progress.
This, however, is in spite of, rather than thanks to the Prosecutor General’s Office and
the Interior Ministry which have both sought to gain control over a body intended to be
independent.
Neither the Prosecutor General’s Office nor the Interior Ministry has reacted adequately
to the damning criticism of the investigation into the disturbances and fire in Odesa on
May 2, 2014.
Let’s hope it is unwarranted cynicism to anticipate the next
‘breakthroughs’ around April this year.

In an article for New Times, Oleksandra Horchinska considered Shokin’s first year in
office, identifying what she called 10 ‘special operations’ during that period. She first
spoke with political analyst Volodymyr Fesenko who believes that one should assess
Shokin’s first year in relation to his predecessors. He says that there was no suggestion
of reform under Oleh Makhnytsky, who held the post for 4 months from Feb 24, 2014.
Under Vitaly Yarema reform was discussed, but no more. “Under Shokin reform has
nonetheless begun”, he says, though he adds that there is considerable criticism over
how the reform is going. He considers that the Prosecutor General himself is not so
much going against this reform, as trying to defend his position within its framework.
That is a kinder view than many express. After the serious degradation of all law
enforcement bodies under the Yanukovych regime, it was generally recognized as vital
that proper procedure was implemented to ensure that the best candidates for
prosecutor were chosen, especially those in managerial positions. Shokin has been
accused by reformers like one of his deputies, Vitaly Kasko and the Centre for Political
and Legal Reform of effectively sabotaging the process. The supposed overhaul and
restructuring, in fact, resulted in 84% of the local prosecutors whom Shokin appointed
being people who had previously been district prosecutors, most under Yanukovych.
One of the ‘special operations’ might better be referred to as the lack of such. The
expected, and promised, investigations into the activities of people linked with the
Yanukovych regime have also not really eventuated.
Yanukovych and his closest
associations fled to Russia, but a number of people who played a prominent role
remained.
Among those Horchitska mentions are Serhiy Klyuev whose immunity as an MP was
removed in June 2015, in order for him to face charges of abuse of power and
squandering state property. That, at least, is the theory, since he was instead allowed to
escape abroad via territory under Kremlin-backed militant control.
It was learned in December last year that even the house arrest restrictions against
Olena Lukash, Justice Minister under the regime of Viktor Yanukovych had been
removed. Despite having been on the wanted list over her believed role in crimes
against Euromaidan activists, Lukash has only been charged with economic crimes.
Her release coincided with the disturbing circus over the detention of Hennady Korban,
close associate of oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky and at the time head of a new political party
UKROP.
Korban is a controversial figure, but the manner in which he was arrested, and then the
30-hour detention hearing, aroused serious concern. Most worrying is the fact that few if
any observers seriously considered the possibility that President Poroshenko had had
nothing to do with the arrest. Yury Butusov’s comments reflected concern felt by many:
“The authorities that allowed Serhiy Klyuev to freely leave the country; that have not
arrested one leader of the Party of the Regions; that have not touched Yanukovych’s
partner [Rinat] Akhmetov; and not one of the people who took part in handing over
Donbas; nor Vilkul who broke up the Dnipropetrovsk Euromaidan, nor Kernes who
dispersed the Kharkiv Euromaidan; nor businessman Grigorishin who financed the
Communist Party of Ukraine – the Kremlin’s agents, … have arrested one of the open
opponents of President Poroshenko.”
Unlike Korban, two high-ranking prosecutors, Volodymyr Shapakin and Oleksandr
Korniyets who is a personal friend of Shokin’s are not in custody despite overwhelming
evidence of major corruption. The ‘case of the diamond prosecutors’ was one of
examples cited by US Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt in an address in which he
expressed concern about the actions of the current Prosecutor General, accusing him of
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That criticism has been reiterated by renowned analysts like Anders Aslund from the
Atlantic Council and Hannah Thoburn from the Hudson Institute. Aslund points out that
even without other concerns, Shokin’s role in blocking reform should be enough to
dismiss him.
Ukraine’s leaders are seriously jeopardizing international support and the country’s future
through inability to reject corrupt dealings and old methods of political control. These
include choice of Prosecutor General on criteria of political loyalty.

What’s behind the resignation of Minister Abromavicius?
Atlantic Council (08.02.2016) - http://bit.ly/20yB3YW - The resignation of Aivaras
Abromavicius from the position of Minister of Economic Development and Trade is
another nail in the coffin for the hopes for serious reform in Ukraine. In resigning, he
follows in the footsteps of his predecessor Pavlo Sheremeta, who was also unwilling to
serve in a government that was more interested in personal gain than true reform.
A smear campaign has once again been started by political factions for whom the truth is
inconvenient. “The Minister was incompetent, the Minister moved too slowly, the Minister
was inexperienced, the Minister had ulterior motives,” etc. The chorus is both familiar
and pathetic. It hails from the best Soviet practice of disinformation, which is still wellpracticed in Putin’s Russia and too often echoed in Ukraine.
It cannot go unnoticed that one by one, Ukraine’s finest reformers are being pushed to
resign from the cabinet. These include Oleksiy Pavlenko, Minister of Agriculture; Andrei
Pivovarsky, Minister of Infrastructure; and Alexander Kvitashvili, Minister of Health. All
have resigned but have since retracted under pressure. Rumor even has it that Serhiy
Kvit, Minister of Education, is under threat.
These ministers, together with Finance Minister Natalie Jaresko, came into the
government with the goal of achieving breakthrough reforms under the impetus provided
by the Euromaidan against the kleptocracy of former President Viktor Yanukovych’s
regime. However, they quickly found themselves surrounded by the people of the past:
the bureaucrats, the politicians, and the oligarchs who have for too long formed a
triangle of corruption. For these groups, reform is undesirable. This repeats situations in
Ukraine’s history when, for example, a reformer like Viktor Pynzenyk was repeatedly
pushed out of government.
When Sheremeta was appointed to the cabinet in 2014, we were invited to be part of a
group acting as economic advisors to the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade.
Joined by a number of other economic experts with international experience in reform,
we attempted to provide input. Working with Sheremeta and then Abromavicius, we
found in both a sincere desire to implement reforms which would lift the economy from
the bog of post-Soviet decline.
These individuals represented the spirit of the Euromaidan and were willing to make
personal sacrifices to serve their country. They had excellent training and understood
what steps would be required to fulfil the dream of bringing Ukraine into a European style
of governance and economy. We observed that they were joined by a number of young
and energetic volunteers from civil society who also wanted to make a difference.

Unfortunately, as time progressed, it became more and more obvious that there was
little political will to support true reform within the top leadership and ruling cabal. We
observed the level of frustration rising as meaningful reform proposals were sidelined due
to corruption and greed. It became clear that only those reforms which were deemed
absolutely necessary to meet the requirements of international funding sources, mainly
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), were reluctantly adopted. Reform, as in all
previous regimes, was cloaked with fine councils and agencies, which served only to
mislead outside observers.
As an example, the Rada Anticorruption Committee’s head, reformist Tetiana Chornovil,
resigned in frustration soon after her appointment. The parliamentary coalition
agreement developed on the basis of the reform plan Strategy 2020 was then quickly
emasculated by a variety of special interests represented in the Rada.
And once again, the use of obfuscation in place of meaningful action is apparent. The
allegations of corruption which have been surfacing throughout the year involving key
political figures such as Mykola Martynenko, Ihor Kononenko, Borys Lyozkhin, and Arsen
Avakov have not been pursued by Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin. The explanation is
that these matters are awaiting the investigation of the newly created National AntiCorruption Bureau. While this body may prove itself capable of the task, it is likely to
simply be overwhelmed by the controlling powers, for whom prosecution of their inner
circle of political allies is undesirable. In any event, this deferral provides a temporary
cover that permits inaction. In the meantime, the campaign of discrediting corruption
fighters such as Oblast Governor Mikheil Saakashvili, Rada Deputy Sergii Leshchenko, or
former head of the SBU Valentyn Nalyvaichenko proceeds at full pace.
The façade of reform continues with the constant refrain that progress is gradually being
made and patience is needed. But the well-established axiom guiding successful reforms
undertaken in countries such as Georgia, Lithuania, Poland, and Slovakia is that reforms
need to be swift and comprehensive if they are to be effective. The patience of Western
ambassadors and the managing director of the IMF has worn out, as indicated by their
public statements. Responsibility for this state of affairs can only lie with the President
and prime minister. Only a totally new government with the political will to implement
real reforms offers any hope for a change for the better.

Resignation of Aivaras Abromavicius, the Lithuanianborn economy minister: No to corruption
HRWF (09.02.2016) - Aivaras Abromavicius, the Lithuanian-born technocratic economy
minister, resigned last week saying implementing reforms had become impossible. He
accused a long-time ally of President Petro Poroshenko of pressing him to appoint cronies
to state-controlled companies and to his ministry. His resignation lays bare Ukraine’s
continuing failure, two years after the “Maidan” uprising, to curb corruption and establish
the rule of law.
This resignation is a political disaster for both President Poroshenko and Prime Minister
Yatseniuk. It is also a disaster for the Ministry of Economic Development too – for there
were several good Deputy Ministers unlikely to remain either.
The name of Igor Kononenko is often mentioned as the hidden hand of President
Poroshenko behind the Ukrainian political curtain. This presidential “enforcer” has been a
long-term business partner and accomplice of Poroshenko.
The Odessablog predicted the ‘departure’ of Minister Abromavicius

That the maneuvering of Mr Abromavicius out of the Ministry of Economic Development
would occur prior to any privatisation of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) was predicted
by the Odessablog after mid-January:
“His removal as Minister from the ministry that will oversee such matters was clearly a
matter of necessity for the dark powers behind the Ukrainian political curtain. An honest
man and a squeaky clean privatisation of SOEs is clearly not in their interests – even if
an honest man controlling a squeaky clean privatisation programme is unquestionably in
the interests of Ukraine.
The issue was how to remove Mr Abromavicius from the privatisation and SOE
management appointment process when he was and is so highly thought of by Ukrainian
civil society, society, and major donor nations to Ukraine. Sacking him was clearly out of
the question, so political dark arts were required.
Among a chain of events, Mr Abromavicius states he and his ministry were subjected to
pressures under which the ministry could not work effectively. Indeed it is claimed that a
“Kononenko man” simply arrived as a newly appointed Deputy Minister to oversee
Naftogaz and SOE management appointments – in short to oversee the corruption and
money flows associated with state subsidies, recapitalisation and bad debt write-offs that
flow into Naftogaz and SOEs, and then onward into nefarious pockets.
Mr Abromavicius stated the pressures placed upon himself and his ministry were from
specific people – “These people have names, I will say one of these names – Ihor
Kononenko”.

Ihor Kononenko
And thus a public and politically prickly resignation occurred. Bravo Mr Abromavicius for
having the moral fortitude to cause significant political damage to both President, Prime
Minister and the “grey cardinals” lurking behind the curtain alike – not before time!
The political damage caused was swift in coming (within a matter of hours) via a public
note signed by 10 Ambassadors to Ukraine from extremely significant nations as far as
President Poroshenko, Prime Minister Yatseniuk, and Ukraine as a nation are concerned.
An unusual occurrence, but a necessary one, for the resignation of a much respected
minister, and the public claims he made, could not and should not have gone without
significant diplomatic response. That it was so swift and public is a credit to those
Ambassadors who did not quibble about signing up immediately.”
Statement on the Resignation of Minister of Economic Development and Trade
Aivaras Abromavičius (3 February 2016)

We are deeply disappointed by the resignation of Minister for Economic Development and
Trade, Aivaras Abromavičius, who has delivered real reform results for Ukraine. During
the past year, Abromavičius and his professional team have made important strides -implementing tough but necessary economic reforms to help stabilize Ukraine’s economy,
root out endemic corruption, bring Ukraine into compliance with its IMF program
obligations, and promote more openness and transparency in government. Ukraine’s
stable, secure and prosperous future will require the sustained efforts of a broad and
inclusive team of dedicated professionals who put the Ukrainian peoples' interests above
their own. It is important that Ukraine's leaders set aside their parochial differences, put
the vested interests that have hindered the country's progress for decades squarely in
the past, and press forward on vital reforms.
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Canada Roman Waschuk
the Republic of France Isabelle Dumont
the Federal Republic of Germany Christof Weil
Italy Fabrizio Romano
Japan Shigeki Sumi
Lithuania Marius Janukonis
Sweden Andreas von Beckerath
Switzerland Guillaume Scheurer
the United Kingdom Judith Gough
the United States of America Geoffrey R. Pyatt

Kononenko in the dock
And Odessablog pursues its analysis:
“In his defence, Mr Kononenko is now playing political theatrics in an attempt to mitigate
the very real and significant political damage this has caused to his friend President
Poroshenko and his relationships with the nations he is reliant upon.
Mr Kononenko has resigned as First Deputy Chairman of the President’s party – as if this
is meant to signify in any way a reduction in his actual power within the party, or access
to the President. He has also “insisted” that both he and Mr Abromavicius undertake a lie
detector test over statements made that Mr Kononenko refutes. Further, he has also
offered unconditional cooperation with the National Anti-Corruption Bureau over the
matter.
The damage however is done. None of this will mitigate for the resignation of
Mr Abromavicius within certain capitals and their respective diplomatic missions,
whatever may yet appear in the public realm, or whatever actions are taken.
The embassies of all the signatory nations to the note expressing ire over
Mr Abromavicius’ resignation will all be very much aware of what Mr Kononenko is and
has been doing since becoming the Presidential “High Chamberlain” (just as all were, and
are, aware of the actions of Martynenko before the Prime Minister forced him upon his
political sword). As those embassies will be very aware of what he has been doing and
with whom, when urgent questions were asked from respective capitals, those capitals
are now very much aware of what Mr Kononenko has been doing, and with whom.
The choice therefore facing Mr Kononenko and President Poroshenko is one of Mr
Kononenko’s political suicide (per Prime Minister Yatseniuk sacrificing Martynenko) or
President Poroshenko taking significant and lasting (perhaps fatal) political damage
among the nations he is relying upon for support.

Those nations are already clearly not going to settle for conversations that can be
summarised as “And what about corruption President Poroshenko?” to be answered “Look
at the Russians in Donbas breaking their agreements and killing us still” as an answer.
As President Poroshenko has not “released” the Prosecutor General, Mr Shokin, despite
very robust public comment by international partners of note bluntly inferring he should
go, is it likely that his old friend, business partner, political party “enforcer” (a role that
will continue regardless of any formal position) Mr Kononenko will be sacrificed – or will
President Poroshenko take more needless (and this time perhaps fatal) political damage?
It is already probably far too late for Prime Minister Yatseniuk to convincingly lead
another government making claims of “reform” and “anti-corruption” as the agenda
toppers.
The attempts by Mr Kononeko to mitigate the fallout of the Abromavicius resignation via
his hollow political theatrics will fool nobody, and thus President Poroshenko has a
definitive decision to make over his own presidential political future if he is in any way
entertaining the thought of a second term (or perhaps seeing out a full first term).
It seems the current political class remain determined to snatch their own defeat from
the jaws of their own victory. Fortunately for Ukraine, it will survive and eventually
reform in spite of, rather than because of, its current political class.”

The case of Ruslan Kotsaba, a prisoner of conscience
adopted by Amnesty International, under scrutiny at the
European Parliament
By Lea Perekrests for Human Rights Without Frontiers (04.02.2016) - On 26th January,
the case of the imprisonment of the blogger Ruslan Kotsaba, was raised at an event
hosted at the European Parliament by MEP Tatjana Zdanoka (Greens/ EFA). The speakers
were:
-

Tetiana Montian, the legal representative of Ruslan Kotsaba
Denis Krivosheev, regional deputy programme director of Amnesty International
Adrien Collin, from the International Federation of Journalists
Katherine Morris, head of Europe and Central Asia of Article 19.

On 7 February 2015, Ruslan Kotsaba, a blogger challenging Kiev’s official version
concerning the conflict in the Donbass, was arrested after posting a video (*) that
describes conflict in Ukraine as ‘The Donbas fratricidal civil war’ – an expression used by
Vladimir Putin but rejected by Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko - and for expressing
opposition to military drafting. He is Amnesty International’s first prisoner of conscience
in Ukraine in five years.
Soon after his arrest, on 31 March 2015, Kotsaba was charged with ‘high treason’( under
Article 111§1 of Ukraine’s Criminal Code) and ‘hindering the legitimate activities of the
armed forces’ (classified as an act of espionage under Article 114§1 of Ukraine’s Criminal
Code), charges that could result in a maximum of a twenty-three year prison sentence.
The prosecution alleges that Kotsaba provided false information to back his statements
regarding conflict in Ukraine. The indictment claims that the video in which the
statements were made, “received a significant number of hits in the Internet and was
circulated among compatriots.” In reality, the video had been watched by very few
people until the SBU brought attention to Kotsaba. In addition, there was no evidence
that the video made any impact on the levels of mobilization in support or against

Ukraine, even though the prosecution deems it as ‘subversive activities obstructing the
armed forces’.
The indictment continues to list occasions where Kotsaba gave interviews to Ukrainian
and Russian television channels during which he spoke about his video and shared his
view that the events in eastern Ukraine constitute civil war. On one occasion, a Russian
channel offered financial remuneration to Kotsaba for his reports, which he posted on
Youtube, giving unrestricted rights to use them.
On 13 November 2015, after the latest court hearing, his lawyer, Tatyana Montyan, said
that the trial is illegitimate- stating that a person is being held in prison on the pretext
that a large number of witnesses need to be questioned is unlawful. She claims that the
witnesses that have been questioned so far have all provided the same information on
Kotsaba, the context of which is irrelevant to the charges that he is facing.
Today Kotsaba remains imprisoned awaiting trial in the Ivano-Frankivsk Detention Center
in western Ukraine. Since his arrest, Kotsaba has been in contact with outside sources,
producing statements and videos for the media. On 7 January 2016, he was quoted by
Russia Today saying “I find it easier to serve in prison two to five years, than going to
the civil war, to kill or assist in killing my compatriots who live in the east”. Russia Today
has published additional statements in this article.
The speakers agreed to say that Ruslan Kotsaba’s case was related to freedom of
expression and as such he should not be prosecuted for his opinions, even if they are not
shared by the authorities and by the majority of the population. Denis Krivosheev, the
deputy programme director (ECA) of Amnesty International, summarized the sentiments
expressed in the meeting regarding Ukraine’s role when he said, “The view that this
conflict is a civil war and not Russian aggression is again a matter of opinion and for
opinions people should not go to prison…and it would be important that it is resolved as
soon as possible if Ukraine is to prove freedom of expression is a fundamental human
right”
Montyan is currently preparing an application to the European Court of Human Rights and
accuses the Ukrainian authorities of deliberately delaying court proceedings.
The Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group in Ukraine provides further details of the
case here.
(*) Those who are interested in this video can watch it on Internet:
English: http://bit.ly/23LhAIX
German: http://bit.ly/1NSpwfD
French: http://bit.ly/1PUGVpi

Security Service guard found guilty of unlawfully
detaining anti-corruption journalists
KHPG (20.01.2016) - http://bit.ly/1S5UV6m - Journalists are finally able to report a
victory, albeit modest, over an SBU [Security Service] attack on journalists investigating
SBU officers’ luxury cars which bear no relation to their official income. Mykhailo Tkach
reports that the Pechersky District Court ruled on Jan 19 that he and Kyril Lazarevich had
been detained and held unlawfully. The chief guard, identified only as Bondarev, was
thus found guilty of exceeding his powers in what was a specific administrative case, and
according to Katya Gorchinskaya will be held in military detention for 2 days if the ruling
is not successfully challenged. She points out that the case is important because the
journalists were recognized as victims. Most importantly the court accepted that there

had been a forced detention which the SBU had denied, and that there was no way that
the SBU officers could have taken them for terrorists, not journalists.
The good news, unfortunately, ends there, and more was involved that day than
unwarranted detention. Tkach and Lazarevich were preparing a program on the luxury
cars driven by members of the SBU. The investigation was totally legal and certainly in
the public interest, given that the SBU is supposed to fight corruption. Nonetheless SBU
guards first accosted the men, dragging them off to another building and damaging their
video camera. They then resorted to threats to try to prevent their program being
broadcast.
Although there was outcry and the journalists received assurances that the incident
would be properly the end of 2015 Ukraine’s military prosecutor’s office terminated
criminal proceedings over the attack.
The prosecutor claimed that the SBU servicemen ‘had not realized’ they were obstructing
the journalists and hadn’t intended to damage their video camera.
The journalists who are from the Skhemy: Corruption in Detail program which is run
jointly by Radio Svoboda and UTV-1, aided by a media lawyer from the Regional Media
Development Institute will be appealing against the decision.
Anastasia Ivantsova from Radio Svoboda spoke with the senior investigator Oleh
Korniyenko who asserts that there isn’t enough evidence to continue proceedings under
Article 171. He also claims, however, that “the place where Tkach and Lazarevych were
detained, is under constant CCTV surveillance and a patrol, and therefore the actions of
the unit met the requirements of the charter for the Armed Forces interior service.”
Tkach fully intends to keep fighting for the reinstatement of that investigation.
The successful appeal was clearly brought at the insistence of the journalists
themselves. Two years after Euromaidan, protection by the state of journalists carrying
out their work remains on paper, namely a norm which criminalizes obstruction of
journalists in their work, but seldom gets applied. . Most worryingly, such impunity is
fairly often in cases where journalists have been exposing alleged corruption by law
enforcement officials.
There were 105 cases where Ukrainian journalists were obstructed in their work during
2015. According to the Institute for Mass Information, there was ‘only’ one case of
beating or attack on journalists in December, against 5 in November; 10 in October and
6 in September. Although statistics have not yet been provided, it is likely that few
criminal investigations under Article 171 of the Criminal Code were initiated.
Other cases in 2015
Kharkiv police
As reported, two journalists and a number of protesters were detained on Oct 2, 2015
near the Bohodukhiv Oil Depot in the Kharkiv oblast.
If the slightly earlier attack outside the SBU had at least elicited a formal apology, here
there were two totally different stories - the police version of events which simply
ignored the presence of journalists and that given by journalists and backed by video
footage, Serhiy Moskalenko and Viktor Pichuhin, from the Kharkiv office of the civic
journalist initiative Hromadske TV, reported that they had been invited to cover a protest
against allegedly illegal oil processing at the Bohodukhiv Oil Depot. Within 3 minutes, 810 cars with police number plates turned up with uniformed officers getting out of them.

On the video, a person not wearing a balaclava, appears to be talking quite peaceably to
the police. He asks the person in plain clothes why the police are allowing such
‘lawlessness’. The officers can be seen trying to search the protesters’ van. Seemingly
because the latter objected, they were forced to the ground. The journalists say that the
men were detained and forced into a police van, with one of them hit on the head.
Despite the fact that Moskalenko was wearing a press jacket, and both men clearly
stated that they were journalists, Moskalenko and Pichuhin were also taken away in the
police van. All of this can be observed on the video.
According to the police press service statement, “a group of young people in balaclavas
obstructed the vehicle entrance to the enterprise, threatening its employees with
reprisals and then resisting the police. They allegedly tried to take the men to the police
station to establish their identity, but the men refused and began showing resistance. At
this point “in accordance with the Law on the Police”, physical force was used to get the
men to the police station in order to draw up administrative protocols.
In July, an activist linked to another Skhemy anti-corruption investigation was attacked.
Oleksandr Kulibabchuk ended up in hospital with head injuries after being beaten
unconscious by assailants. His wife Natalya Rostova told Radio Svoboda that the men
were lying in wait outside their home in Irpin (Kyiv oblast). She is convinced that the
attack is linked with her role in helping journalists from the ‘Schemy. Corruption in Detail’
programme investigate alleged corrupt dealings by the Mayor of Irpin, Volodymyr
Karplyuk.
In May, another film crew from ‘Schemy: Corruption in Detail’ was attacked in
Kominternivske, near Odesa. Journalist Maria Tymoshchuk and cameraman Maxim Lenko
were on a work-related task near the office of Lemodo, a firm which recently won an
Interior Ministry tender to provide vehicle number plates worth 70 million UAH. The
company is registered in the Odesa oblast, and up till this successful tender had never
been engaged in such activities.
According to Tymoshchuk, they arrived at what proved to be the extremely modest
Lemodo office. The one room was closed, and they photographed the sign on the door,
and spoke with people in other offices. Somebody ran up to them shouting that they
mustn’t film there, that they didn’t have permission, and smashed their video camera.
On May 14, Interior Minister Arsen Avakov’s deputy Serhiy Chebotar was forced to
resign after investigative journalists from the TV ZIK programme ‘Nashi hroshi’ [‘Our
Money]] were set upon by the security guards when they tried to photograph a large
house which, despite Chebotar’s denials, did prove to be owned by the Deputy Minister’s
wife.
In all of these cases, formal complaints were made.
proceedings.

None resulted in any serious

Ivantsova spoke with media law specialists who say that investigators often try to
reclassify charges – to hooliganism, for example, which they say are easier and more
familiar. There is little practice of such cases and so investigators try to avoid them.
There need to be current cases where journalists have been forced to turn to Strasbourg
to highlight the failure to properly investigate attacks and obstruction at home. This
could help to break through the ongoing assumption of impunity.
It is no accident that in many of the above-mentioned cases, journalists were
investigating suspected corruption by law enforcement officials. The message from any
such case going unpunished is disturbing.

Visa-free (or not) and how the law on Financial
transparency for civil servants could threaten its
implementation
HRWF (07.01.2016) - European Commission head Jean-Claude Juncker said on 18
December that the EU should offer visa-free short-stay travel to the bloc for Ukraine,
Georgia and Kosovo, all three locked in bitter disputes with Russia.
Ukraine has met all benchmarks for getting visa-free travel to the European Union's
Schengen zone, he said.
EU officials said the Commission will draw up a formal proposal early next year for
approval by the European Council, the bloc's political leaders, and the European
Parliament.
If the EU institutions give their green light to the proposal, Ukrainians will no longer need
to pay for a visa, provide proof of employment, list their assets, convince Schengen
nations that they have enough compelling reasons to go back home, provide proof of
funds, meet additional requirements not mentioned on the websites of EU member
states, stand in queues, have visas refused due to any or no logical reason, ... a very
degrading treatment imposed for years on a population who paid a high price in Maidan
to show their will to share the values of the European Union.
If a visa-free regime is granted to Ukrainians, it will only apply for tourism and allow their
presence within the Schengen zone during 90 days over a six-month period. Studying or
doing business within the EU will still require a specific visa. In short, the proposed visafree regime will only mirror the one EU citizens have been granted by Ukraine since the
Eurovision held in Kiev in 2005 - no more and no less.
The law on transparency for civil servants
Recently, HRWF met the manager of the "Odessablogger", a long-standing British
observer of political life in Ukraine, who on 4th January published a long and interesting
entry on the Ukrainian transparency law for civil servants and its possible negative
impact on the final decision to adopt or not the visa-free regime for Ukrainians (*). Here
is his perspective:
"It appears that during the early hour vote (about 0400 hours) to adopt the Ukrainian
2016 budget in late December 2015, (hopefully a budget that still meets the IMF
requirements after so many early morning amendments), that the introduction of a new
system of financial transparency for civil servants, providing for the declaration of assets
in electronic form in the public domain, has had its implementation delayed from 1st
January 2016 until 1st January 2017. (...)
"Despite any claims to the contrary, nobody knows the Ukrainian political class like the
Ukrainian voting constituency. Thus this seemingly inexplicable (and there has been no
explanation) move, whether the Ukrainian constituency prioritises Visa-free with Europe
or not, will come as no surprise whatsoever a population well versed in the fecklessness
and odious nefariousness of the Ukrainian political class and State institutions.
"Nothing in Ukraine proclaimed by the political class is worth anything, nor believed, until
it actually happens. The entire Ukrainian constituency knows when its political class is
spewing forth empty rhetoric, or indeed blatantly lying - they can see their lips moving.
When statements of intent actually materialise in Ukraine it is met with mild surprise, so
removed from the norm are such occurrences.

"Thus the Ukrainian constituency will only believe that they have Visa-free travel when
they actually have it and it has come into force - and not a moment before.
"There are more interesting perceptions and questions to raise than those of the
domestic constituency however.
How will the EU institutions react to the postponement of the implementation of
the law until 1st January... 2017?
"How will the European Commission and European Member States perceive the quietly
passed delay of an EU requirement after the European Commission gave a "green light"?
"Surely assurances will have been given by Ukraine that the law regarding civil service
financial transparency would be passed if it had been the last legislative hurdle to meet
for the European Commission to give the go ahead prior to this final piece of the
legislative puzzle, with such legislation being implemented post haste.
"It is almost certain the European Commission would not agree to such a delay in the
implementation of such legislation whilst still giving its recommendation for Ukrainian
Visa-free.
"To be fair the law has been passed - but it is more than reasonable to expect that the
EU would have anticipated immediate implementation upon its passing - not a deferral
for 12 months before it came into effect. Perhaps a 3 month window for implementation
at a maximum.
"It is strongly rumoured that Visa-free for Ukraine (and the other aforementioned
nations) will have been signed off by all who need to do so sometime between June and
September, thus coming into force immediately thereafter.
"But should it?
"Should Visa-free come into force before the civil service financial transparency
requirement comes into force? For some unknown reason, the effective implementation
date has been delayed for 12 months, so should the EU not reciprocate by timing Visafree to synchronise with the effective dates of all required Ukrainian legislation? Quid pro
quo.
"May be that is how things will work out, and may be it won't be - but knowing the
fecklessness and nefariousness of the Ukrainian elite, perhaps it should be sychronised as
a matter of principle (and a mechanism to prevent further delays).
"Unless the effective implementation date of 1st January 2017 was pre-agreed with the
European Commission, the EU should be bluntly requiring answers as to why this (anticorruption/transparency) law has had its implementation date deferred until 1st January
2017.
"Why was the implementation of the civil service financial transparency law delayed until
2017?
"It is surely not one of lacking technical ability to create a simple database for electronic
submissions by civil servants listing their assets and (illegitimately accrued) wealth.
Ukraine is awash with top quality programmers. It is ranked 4th globally for the number
of Microsoft and Apple certified programmers. It has the IT skills to knock up a simple
platform/database in double-quick time.

"Is it perhaps that a database would not be functioning on 1st January 2016 when the
original draft law regarding civil service transparency was due to come into effect due to
poor governmental planning, and as the budget is an annual document, the decision was
made to make the law come into effect at the conclusion of this budgetary year? A
matter of neatness as far as calendar dates are concerned - for there is no reason that it
could not have taken effect on any date during 2016 providing the IT platform existed to
accept the submissions.
"The question of who deleted 2016 and inserted 2017 must also be asked - for it may
shed some light upon the why it was done.
"It must surely be somebody within the Verkhovna Rada budgetary committee, Ministry
of Finance, or the Cabinet of Ministers. It was most certainly not those among the hoi
polloi within the Verkhovna Rada voting chamber that made such an amendment. At
0400 hours in the morning, the Verkhoivna Rada parliamentarians didn't even see the
budget they voted through, they voted in accordance with the relevant party leadership
"nod" following no end of last minute amendments. Undoubtedly almost none - indeed
perhaps none - will have been aware of the amendment that is subject of this entry when
they voted the budget through.
"What can be gained, other than a final hurrah and huzzah for one last financial year in
the opaqueness of the current system, for whomever is responsible for the last minute
amendment? Is it a final opaque year for manic corrupt gains, or a final opaque year in
which to hide more effectively the mass of illicit income already acquired more
thoroughly prior to false 2017 declarations of "Church Mouse" poverty? A year perhaps
where a current and highly influential (and nefarious) official will bow out of public life,
but for now has no desire to declare anything. Which such officials are likely to fall into
that category?
"Hopefully the EU will be demanding answers to the 'who' and 'why' of this last minute
amendment that has the noxious smell of "bad faith" about it from an EU-Ukrainian
perspective, and the odor of continued nefarious corruption about it from a domestic
perspective.
"When the EU gets that answer, they would be well advised to share it with the Ukrainian
constituency - regardless of whether or not it will delay any Visa-free agreement. A
public explanation is due, not only for any unnecessary risk that Visa-free may now have,
but more importantly as to why a much needed transparency law has been delayed by
12 months.
"It would be a wise policy to amend this law immediately to effect implementation by
Easter 2016 for matters of trust between the European Commission and the Ukrainian
leadership - although the Ukrainian constituency will only believe in the Visa-free rhetoric
when it actually comes into effect."
(+) Comments can be sent to the author via his blog: https://odessablog.wordpress.com

Forget fighting corruption. Ukraine’s Prosecutor General
sabotages crucial reform
KHPG (05.01.2016) - A system elaborately designed to ensure renewal of Ukraine’s
seriously compromised prosecutor’s office has been effectively ignored by the Prosecutor
General, with his office now trying to ensure that external controls over prosecutors will
be withdrawn before they even began functioning.

Criticism of Ukraine’s Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin and calls for his removal have
been heard ever since President Petro Poroshenko chose him for the post.
Legal
experts, however, warn that without changes in legislation, and especially selection on a
competitive basis, each person occupying the post will be like a reincarnation of the last.
In an article just published, Oleksandr Banchuk from the Centre for Legal and Political
Reform describes how Shokin has rendered meaningless the elaborate mechanisms
devised for a competitive selection of prosecutors.
2015, he writes, should have seen radical reform of the prosecutor’s system, with the
new law, adopted on Oct 14, 2014, due to come into force on April 25, 2015. Instead
the law got deferred for a year, until April 15, 2016.
There was, however, still some hope for progress with a competitive selection process
launched for staff of local prosecutor’s offices.
The initial phase reduced the number of prosecutors in the country by 2, 100. On Dec
15, Banchuk explains, 155 local prosecutors began work. There are a further 23
prosecutors for areas currently classified as occupied, i.e. Crimea and the parts of
Donbas under the control of Kremlin-backed militants.
All city and district prosecutors had to take a test, with those receiving the worst results
out of the running. This resulted in a reduction of over 25% - from 7, 900 prosecutors to
5, 800.
Although rank and file posts were only available to prosecutor’s office employees, people
outside the service could apply for managerial positions (prosecutor and deputy
prosecutor), provided they had a legal education and five years relevant experience.
At the beginning, 60% of applicants were from outside the service. After two phases of
testing (on knowledge of legislation and general ability), only 22% of the overall number
were outsiders. The tests had been devised to minimize human factor, and therefore the
results seemed to indicate that the candidates already within the prosecutor’s office were
stronger.
The third stage in the competition was an interview, and here no optimism is possible.
One of the numerous flaws in the law introduced through lobbying from the largest
factions in parliament came into play. In five regional centres – Kyiv, Lviv, Kharkiv,
Dnipropetrovsk and Odesa, the interviewing panels were made up of 4 representatives of
the Prosecutor General, and 3 people representing parliament – politicians or even MPs.
The Prosecutor General’s people were there to defend the existing system to the end, the
author says.
Even so, 3% of the candidates recommended by the selection commission were from
outside the system. They were ignored by the Prosecutor General who chose only people
from those currently serving as prosecutors.
Banchuk concludes that the Prosecutor General ensured that the system remained intact
and that candidates from outside were not taken on.
Shokin thus ignored the public’s demands for a clean-up of the prosecutor’s system.
Huge amounts of time and public funding had been spent on devising an objective and
transparent system of selection, on interviews etc. They might just as well have left the
Prosecutor General to cement the status quo without all the pretence.

Banchuk is scathing also about President Petro Poroshenko who promised both the
Ukrainian public and western partners that there would be reform of the prosecutor’s
office and did not keep his word.
“We’ll monitor ourselves?”
Banchuk also accuses prosecutors of lobbying a draft bill which would mean that they
were not subject to control by the National Anti-Corruption Bureau and State Bureau of
Investigations.
Both new bodies are independent with the scope to investigate crimes committed, among
others, by prosecutors.
The Prosecutor General’s Office is seeking to strip those bodies of jurisdiction over
prosecutors, instead creating a so-called General Inspectorate of Special Investigations,
which would be responsible solely for investigating crimes committed by prosecutors.
Having chosen the prosecutors needed, Banchuk believes, the idea is now to ensure that
there is no external control over them.
The amendments currently proposed to the Constitution remove excessive powers from
the prosecutor’s office which should not have investigative departments. The Prosecutor
General’s activities are thus also placing the constitutional reforms in jeopardy, the
author says.
One of the other proposed amendments is the removal of the possibility for parliament to
declare a vote of no confidence in the Prosecutor General. This possibility, Banchuk’s
colleague Mykola Khavronyuk has pointed out, has only ever been used once. On Feb 22,
2014, parliament declared a vote of no confidence in Viktor Pshonka, Viktor Yanukovych’s
Prosecutor General who had effectively already fled.
All other threats of such a vote
have never materialized.
It is quite correct for this possibility to be withdrawn, however Banchuk has a point when
he says that Shokin’s current sabotage of the reforms knocks any desire among MPs to
waive the option of a vote of no confidence.
Banchuk is not alone in believing that the solution lies in the open competition for the
post of prosecutor general long recommended by the Council of Europe’s Venice
Commission. Without amendments to the law on the prosecutor’s office allowing for
selection on a competitive basis, the President will continue choosing a politically loyal
candidate for the post, and “a collective Shokin will be reincarnated in each consecutive
prosecutor general”.

